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• Human cognitive neuroscience is heavily influenced by animal research 

• Human neuroimaging methods are less precise (lower spatial-temporal resolution) 

You can’t put neurons in a human head 

• We often need to relate our results to animal models for comprehensive view 

The neuron 

• Neuronal activity 

− Sodium-potassium pump: located in the membrane, Sodium (NA+) out and potassium (K+) in. 

But the pump pumps more NA+ out, than K+ in. This gives a negative resting potential 

− Neurotransmitters open NA+ or K+ channel. This gives an excitatory or inhibitory stimulation 

− Based on the summed inputs (from other neurons), the electrical membrane of the neuron 

rapidly rises and falls. 

 Action potential: a change in the electrical balance 

− The Action potential travels along the axon and contributes to activating the next neuron… 

 

1.2. Selected Technique  

Measuring and manipulating neuronal activity at different levels 

• On a scale from small to large: 

A. Recording and inducing neuronal activity: recording and 

inducing electrophysiological activity just outside the cell(s) 

 related to action potentials 

B. Optogenetic imaging: Manipulating cell function with light via 

genetically modified neurons 

C. Pharmacological manipulations: inducing receptor agonists 

and antagonists (manipulating the synaptic cleft); changing 

re-uptake, synthesis, break-down 

D. Local field potentials (LFPs): measuring the summed 

dendritic synaptic current in the tissue (not action potentials such). 

Similar to the first one. 

The summation of the pre-synaptic input by putting a needle near the cell 

E. (intracranial) EEG and fMRI (“Neuroimaging”) 

F. Behavioral observation 
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1.2.1. Recording and inducing neuronal activity  

• Activity patterns of neurons and neuron clusters provide insights into a region’s function 

A. Recording neuronal activity (in terms of action potential)  

• This also happens in human PATIENTS  

• Microelectrodes (tip 1-10 µm) can isolate activity of a single (or small group) 

neuron:  you have a carrier device with 6 of these microelectrodes 

mounted onto it, bring these into the brain via a hole in the skull, know 

where you need to be and then you can record what the neuron is doing 

and when. Rats have this mounted onto the skull with a cable so they can 

run around, this is measured cause voltages generated in the extracellular 

matrix (not within the neuron itself) when an action potential is generated 

in the cell (“spikes”). Multiple ones  several recordings from the same 

region 

It receives the summation of action potentials of the exact moment  gives t 

the ups and downs (spiking activity) (green= average) 

• Carrier device mounted on skull; electrodes are moved down through the 

target area until well-isolated neuronal activity is observed (supported by stereotactic reference 

frame) 

To find the exact location of the neuron, you have to listen to the neuron 

• Example: Single-cell (and how they respond to rewards) recordings 

from dopaminergic neurons in the substantia nigra (region in brain 

that’s black cause of iron content) during reinforcement learning 

− Conditioning task: food pallet, monkey grasp the food, neurons 

react to that 

When the monkeys are conditioned: when the light goes on, the 

neurons already start to fire. The neurons is not specific for food, 

but the predicting of it. 

When the food is delivered. The neurons don’t ‘care’, because the 

have already been fired/ predicting. 

But there is a decrease in firing when the reward is predicted, but 

does not occur 

• These changes in neuronal activity lead to varying dopamine release in 

the target regions (e.g., nucleus accumbent) (these neurons can 

trigger a whole chain of different responses) 

• This model of complex neuronal coding of reward information became 

the basis of human motivation studies using fMRI and PET  very 

similar to human mapping 

• This can be used in freely moving animals, this can stay on for weeks. Rats, only movements. 

Monkeys you can also record computer tasks 

B. Inducing neuronal activity via electrodes  

• The same set-up can be used to stimulate the neurons in the vicinity of the electrode which can 

provide insights into the function of an area and its projection regions, you can make a neuron 

fire, create the action potential 

• Example: Electrical stimulation of the septal area (Olds & Milder 1954) 

− Electrodes were placed in the septal area of the rat forebrain, part of the dopaminergic 

system 
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− The electrodes induced electrical pulses every time the rats pushed a certain lever in their 

box (instrumental conditioning) 

Thought the electric simulation had an aversion effect 

− The rats “enjoyed” the stimulation instead of avoiding it; some rats even neglected eating 

and drinking in favor of the stimulation (~ human addiction, you need more and more 

because, the dopaminergic system became less sensitive). They had a very strong urge to 

push the button (pleasure center), they would sacrifice their life, just for the stimulation. 

• Demonstration that electrical stimulation of neurons can be used as an operant reinforcer (and 

evidence for the existence of some kind of “pleasure center”) 

• Functionally, the stimulation of the septal area leads to dopamine release in the nucleus 

accumbent, similar to the effects of primary rewards (previous slide) 

C. Optogenetic imaging  

(manipulating the cell, with light you turn a cell on/off) 

• Method to control and monitor the activities of individual 

neurons in living tissue - even in freely-moving animals 

• Genes for light-activated ion channels (opsins) are 

introduced to a population of cells by an engineered virus 

• Not ready for humans, it’s playing with DNA-code, injecting 

viruses 

• This is similar to the previous method, but more precise 

cause you know exactly which neuron is firing, with the 

needle implant (previous method), you are always picking 

up noise from the surrounding neurons or are coactivating 

the neurons next to the neuron you want 

• Negatives of this method: you have the surgery AND the 

injection which can cause severe problems, risk are higher 

than the gains so they don’t do it in humans 

This is a fast method and more spatial precise 

1.2.2. Pharmacological manipulations and lesions  

Allow causal conclusions regarding the function of a region or neurotransmitter system 

pharma-logical manipulations (and lesions)  chemical : causal, you can block a brain 

area (irreversible) 

• Less precise: only region, not a single neuron 

• Example: Manipulating dopamine transmission during effort-based choice (Salamone et al. 1994) 

− T-maze with a high (high food) and low (less food) reward density arm; one group had to 

cross a barrier to reach the food in the “high food” arm (effortful choice) 

− The rats mostly chose the ‘high food” arm, even those in the barrier group 

− If you block the dopamine receptor or decrease it, rats didn’t choose for the “high food” 

arm with barrier Dopamine depletion (6-hydroxydopamine) and dopamine receptor 

blocking (haloperidol) in the nucleus accumbent abolished these high effort choices 

They didn’t want to spend the effort on facing the barrier 

• Disrupting dopaminergic signaling did not alter reward evaluation, but biased the decision 

process towards investing less effort (same for blocking anterior cingulate) 

 So dopamine doesn’t tell them where the most food it, they can see this, but it tells 
them how much energy they want to invest, cause the control condition blocked rats 
chose the high food cause there was no barrier for them they had to invest in. So 
dopamine is related to effort investment. 
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A group did the same thing, but then by inserting anatomical lesions via toxins injections (sham 

lesion: surgery without lesion, it brings something nontoxic in, this is your control condition to 

control if your animals are not just acting different cause they had surgery and others not) you 

can do this very precisely. The region they wanted to study was the anterior cingulate. Than they 

had to do another region in others to see the different results. 

The animals (with the anterior cingulate lesion) were still capable of knowing were the high 

reward would be, they just stopped to invest the effort, thus this region is linked with the 

dopamine neurons 

1.2.3. Local field potentials, EEG and fMRI  

Why use EEG and fMRI when we can record single cell activity? 

When you compare the single cell techniques and EEG and fMRI in animals, it gives you a lot of insight into what 
EEG and fMRI measure, and this can be helpful to see what’s going on in humans cause there single cell techniques 
are not done. It tells us what our data means. 

More indirect than single-unit recordings, but comparable with human data 

A. Local field potentials (LFPs) and EEG  

Advantage: which EEG signals are 

actually reflecting. To know what 

EEG correspond on the neuron level 
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below: LFP: cluster of neurons. To 

get a global signal of a field of 

neurons; Related to actual 

neuroactivity 

LFP rises and falls, correlate almost 

exact with the EEG on the surface

LFP’s: transient electrical signals 
reflecting the summed electrical 
activity of individual neurons. 
Recorded close by the generating cells. 
LFP’s are no action potentials! 

They reflect all the inputs to a cell, 
that after that then generate an action 
potential. But not the action potential 
itself. 

They looked at EEG and LFP data and saw that they are closely 
related to each other, which means EEG with humans can be 
decoded on what’s happening over there. The complexer the 
task, the more blurred the picture becomes. 

The electrical signal in the brain is very weak, when it goes 
through the skull it is even weaker and distorted. So the skull acts 
as a conductor itself. That’s why it has bad spatial resolution. 
EEG in monkey is much more precise cause they have deep 
electrodes. They see that the EEG on the surface corresponds to 
the electrodes in the brains. The EEG looks like the spikes of the 
action potential, so that’s what’s being picked up at the surface. 
Thanks to animal EEG research. 

They had monkeys and humans do the same tasks, 
they see visual cortex activity, if you move your 
attention to your right, the left brain lights up, in 
humans and in monkeys this is the same, so good! 
Problem: the M and H are preforming tasks in the 
same way (looking left and right), but there is a big 
voltage difference cause the brain of the M is 
folded different, but functionality is the same. 
Also the amplitude is in H and M both related to 
the performance of the task, the higher EEG, the 
better attention switch 

Conclusion: if we look in H at EEG, we see reflection of LFP 
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There are difficulties with EEG by humans. You have the scull and the neurons activate different 

areas in the brain. You get a more blurred picture 

Timing very precise. Not random activity. 

Human  monkey: red and blue seems very different. But difference in EEG is always 

relative Mechanism is the same, but reversed voltage 

B. Local field potentials and fMRI  

fMRI is not neuroactivity, but how 

much oxygen is at a certain moment 

in a certain region. It’s related 

 
Some stimuli were short, other long. 

Blue: neuroactivity. At some point, it 

ends. If you make it longer, the 

neuroactivity extend. 

Red: hemodynamic, which in principal 

follows the same structure, but it’s 

delayed. (more related to 

oxygen)(cause the O2 supply is 

delivered a bit later) 

More spikes when something is happening 

1.3. Notes on comparability                                                                                      

1.3.1. Comparability in terms of function  

Different research questions require different animal methods 

• Rodents in the lab (mostly mice and rats) 

− Rodent models are highly valuable for cognitive neuroscience especially for processes related 

to “old” brain structures (brainstem, basal ganglia, hippocampus) (basic functions) 

− Not comparable to humans on the neocortical level and more limited regarding complex 

cognitive tasks (rats can’t do a Stroop test) 

• Cheap, easy in terms of breeding, handling, training 

− Primate models are more comparable on the neocortical level and thus more valuable for 

investigating higher cognitive functions (e.g., monkeys can perform comparable computer 

tasks) 

− Still, there are neuroanatomical differences on the cortical level, which is why comparative 
studies often use the expression: “monkey homologue” of a region 

− Much more time consuming and 

challenging to breed and train primates 

M again deep 
elec. And 
fMRI. Red 
line is fMRI 
resp. They 
made 
averages,  
 
--------------→ 
When blue 
happens, the 
brain asks for 
O2, that needs 
to transport, 
the red is the 
delivery of O2 

Exact same regions are 
active in H and M 

fMRI and EEG both reflect to LPG in regions 
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2.1 Peripheral nervous system 

1.3.2. Comparability in terms of methods                                                                      

A.  Animal research procedures (mostly invasive)  

• Closer to the actual neuronal substrate (firing rate, LFPs, receptor binding, etc.) 

• Provide insights into causal relationships (pharmacological intervention, lesions, post-mortem 

histology, ...) 

• We cannot do this in humans cause it might damage the brain 

B.  Human research procedure (mostly non-invasive)  

• Recording / inducing neuronal activity: only as part of therapeutic approach with patients with certain 

deceases which only can be cured with implanting electrodes. If these are implanted cause of health 
reasons, researchers can study it, but only then (e.g., Parkinson’s 

patients) 

• Pharmacological manipulations: mild pharmacological manipulations (healthy) and treatment 

(patients) 

• Lesions: “virtual lesions” TMS (healthy)(there’s a way to shut down a certain section of 

the brain temporarily and healthy, with magnetic stimulation); real lesions (e.g., stroke); 

therapeutic lesion (e.g., epilepsy) 

• EEG and fMRI: in healthy population and patients 

[Clinical trials in medicine and psychiatry are special and not discussed here] 

11 
 
 
 
 

 

• Broad extinction in autonomic nervous system 

1. Sympathetic (SNS) 

− Activating the entire body in case of fight or flight 

− Has system wide effects 

2. Parasympathetic 

(PNS) 

− Slow, effect 1 organ at a time 

− Rest and digest 

− Less important in this kind of research 

 interactions of these 2, this is interesting for research 

These interactions are explained below 

2. Peripheral measures 
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2.1.1. Skin conductance                                                                                                     

A.  What do we measure?  

Skin conductance reflects fairly pure sympathetic NS activity 

(fight/flight) not contaminated by PNS influences 

Relatively independent of the parasympathetic NS 

 if skin conductance goes up, it typically reflect arousal 

• Arousal stimulates sweat glands especially in the hands 

 (cools down body), so sweat is produced in a state of arousal to 

Cool down the body to not overheat in times of flight 

• Sweat is conductive and changes the Electrodermal Activity 

(EDA) 

• As psychologies, we can say, if there is increased sweat 

released in the hands, that person is in a flight state, even if 

the person’s not running around, most of the times in 

times of fear or stress or positive emotions 

• It’s a very rough measure of general arousal 

No difference between + and - arousal 

(Mostly interpreted as an index of arousal intensity in affective or cognitive processing (not 

positive vs. negative valence)) 

B. How do we measure?  

• Two electrodes are applied to the volar surfaces of the fingers or palm of the non-dominant hand 

(dominant hand is used for the task) 

• A very small constant voltage is flowing to one electrode to the other 

The resistance changes depending on whether your hand is wet from the sweat 

More sweat productions, lower resistance, higher conductivity 

• Typical units are microsiemens (μS) or micromhos (μmho) 

C. Different measures  

• Skin conductance level (SCL): a tonic measure of skin conductance during a task (more of 

a baseline measure), large interindividual differences (absolute values not very 

meaningful, but interesting for block manipulations); baseline activity 

• Non-specific skin conductance response (NS-SCR): spontaneous phasic changes in electrical 

conductivity, nothing to do with 

specific events 

• Event-related skin conductance 

response (ER-SCR): a phasic response 

to a certain event (stimulus-locked); 

most interesting for experiments 

Quite slow: latency: 1-3 sec 

D. Example  

• Response to active events 

Skin conductance is often used in fear conditioning research to 

detect the magnitude of a person’s fear response to conditioned 

stimuli 

Different phobia groups: differentiation between snake-phobia 
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person. Highest skin conductance-response for the stimuli snake. Spider-phobia highest skin 

conductance-response for the stimuli spider… 

• If you want to induce fear for certain stimuli, this is a method to check if that worked 

• Example: Decision making 

Skin conductance predicts response in decision making task in terms of good performance, it predicts if the 
persons going to make a good decision in a decision making task. 

Crone recorded skin conductance in a decision making task, this doesn’t sound arousing, but they found that if 
they did a decision making task and gave negative feedback on a decision. Then divided the participants in 
good, bad and average task-performance. People with highest skin conductance-response to these 
disadvantage decisions, they did the tasks best. The people who are more sensitive to negative/averse 
feedback, they start doing better in the task after negative feedback. Cause they take the feedback in, it affects 
them more. Moderator role of skin conductance. So those people who are very sensitive to those averse 
feedbacks/stimuli, start doing the task better 

On the exam, she’s not going to ask details of certain study’s, but she’s going to ask in what way you could use a 
certain neuroimaging method. But if you remember the cases it can be useful.  

2.1.2. Pupillometry (eye-tracking, more behavioral; lecture of his own)                  

A.  What do we measure?  

• Pupil size changes based on luminance, if it’s dark, the 

muscles around the eyes relax so that the pupil dilates 

and you get more light so you can see more, when 

there is too much light, these muscles spannen zich op 

so that your pupil closes so that you’re not blinded by 

the light. But even under steady lightning conditions, 

the pupil dilates. It also reflects fluctuations in the 

autonomic nervous system (SNS makes it dilate, PNS 

makes it constrict)  

• Fight-flight  larger pupil 

Parasympathetic constriction of the 

• Underlying mechanism: 

The system responsible for the pupil dilation is the 

noradrenergic system. Located in the neurons in the 

brainstem. Above: noradrenergic neurons firing, 

Below is the pupil 

B.  How do we measure?  

• An infrared light source illuminates the eye, and an infrared-sensitive camera captures the 

contrast between dark pupil and light iris. So the size of the pupil is measured. 

• When luminance is kept constant, changes in pupil size can reflect cognitive processes during an 

experimental task 

• Avoid luminance differences between conditions in your experiment!! If this is not the case, you contaminate 
your pupil dilation with light. The task you use and the S in your task also need to stay on the same light level, 
otherwise your going to see the pupil size change cause of the light and you might interpret this as changes in 
cognitive process.  

• Pupil changes cause of light are bigger than the changes cause of cognitive processes 

C.  Example  

• Cognitive surprise in performance monitoring (Braem et 

al. 2015) An unexpected noise (surprise) can trigger the 
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dilation. 

Classic conflict task: You have one input you need to 

respond to, and another you need to ignore. You 

need to judge the central target (where is the 

opening), and ignore distractors 

Pupil size measured after congruent and incongruent 

trials 

- pupil response was lowest for the congruent 

- highest after incongruent (why? Cause it’s cognitively more demanding) & unexpected (cause of surprise) 

- This means that the pupil really response to different types of events/changes/ unexpected thing in your 
environment and cognitive demanding things, it is not bound by one thing specific. 

- Although eye-tracking uses the same setup as pupillometry, is different from the other peripheral measures 
and more related to classic behavioral measures (reaction time and accuracy) in that it is somewhat more 
‘controlled’. 

EXAM QUESTIONS ARE ABOUT: WHY SHOULD WE BE INTERESTED IN X IN TERMS OF COGNITIVE FUNCTIONING 

2.1.3. Cardiac activity                                                                                                         

A.  What do we measure?  

• The heart transports oxygen from lungs, as well as nutrients, waste 

products, and regulatory substances (endocrines) 

• What does the heart respond to most? 

Exercise! (has to be controlled during “psychological” experiments) 

But also psychological stimuli 

• Cardiac cycle: Initiation of cycle via Sino-atrial (SA) node (pacemaker), intrinsic rhythm of 105 

bpm Slowed down by the Parasympathetic NS, sped up by the Sympathetic NS 

• Further signal conduction via atrial-ventricular (AV) node 

B.  Main methods and measures of interest  

1. Electrocardiography (ECG) 

• Recording of electrical activity via surface electrodes (on the chest) 

• No direct measure of action potentials from the neurons, but 

they measure a summation of the action potentials during the 

cardiac cycle. So it reflects production and conduction of 

action potentials in the heart during cardiac cycle 

• Parasympathetic NS as well as the sympathetic NS 

a. Heart rate (HR) 

− Based on RR interval(the peaks) ,measured in  beats per minute (bpm) 

− HR = 60/(RR interval in seconds) 

− Sensitive to emotional processes 

− EXAMPLE: Affective processing (Bradley et al. 2012) 

▪ Heart rate drops for emotional events and when orienting attention 

To an emotional picture (especially negative ones) 

▪ It reflects PNS influence 

▪ In contrast to skin conductance (elevated for emotional events) 

 goes opposite directions, but are related 

If you change the task to something more engaging, where you 

actually have to react to a S, The SNS takes over and that will 

increase the heart beat 

related 
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But, the more popular observation is: 

• If emotional events require actions 

• Or when effectively being in fear, under stress or angry 

• This reflects SNS influence, the SNS takes over 

So the heart reacts to PNS and SNS, skin condition only to SNS, 

that’s why in Bradley’s study they can be reverse 

Not very interesting for this kind of research  

b. Heart rate variability (HRV) 

− Treat measure: some people have a lower heart rate variability, that means the 

interval is more stable. Doesn’t mean that their heart beats faster or slower than 

the average, A high variability means that your heart doesn’t always beat in the 

same rhythm.  

− Changes in the time intervals between consecutive heartbeats (RR interval); 

termed Interbeat Intervals (IBIs) 

− Reflects general measure of the influence of the Parasympathetic NS on the 

heart, So reflects PNS 

− Very generally, high HRV predicts better 

cognitive performance, so it seems to be more beneficial to be a 

person with a high HRV. Also a study that showed that a high HRV is 

linked to a better emotion recognition. HRV is a treat measure 
 

2. Impedance cardiography/impedance variation (ICG) 

• It measures Total electrical conductivity of the thorax and its changes over time and with the 
underlying heartbeat (=electrical activity), they are inter related 

 summation of the electrical potentials measured on the skin of the chest (Thorax) 

 measure of resistance: if the blood flow is good, you have less resistance. Vice versa 

• High-frequency current is flowing between an electrode pair (via aorta) 

Collect info whatever the heart produces in electrical activity (passive) 

• Impedance (measure for change in electronic activity) changes are picked up by a second 

pair 

• Returns Impedance pulse wave (IMP) and the ICG curve (1st derivative) 

• Not common in hospitals, but for this research it can be very interesting 

• First peak in green and first peek in red. Takes place in a different moment. 

 resistance after the hear conducted 

If you subtract this: you get PEP (pumping performance). This is the time between depolarization 

between the neurons that leads to the conductions of the big chambers. And then the actual 

pumping, muscular activity. This shows how fast  your electrical signal is transformed in pumping 

activity, this varies between and inside people, you can have a shorter or longer transition (PEP) 

period, and it varies depending on the tasks you’re doing. 

 

The more selective a measure is, the better 

Selective: PEP, skin conduct., HVR 

Not selective: heart rate (cause it reflects both PNS and SNS)
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If this period is short: high performance heart pumping ability. Fast translation from 

neuron to muscular activity 

• Gives more sensitive insight in how much arousal there was at that moment 

a. Pre-injection period (PEP) 

− Time interval from the electrical stimulation of the ventricles to the opening of 

the aortic valve (~Pumping performance) 

−  Thought to reflect the effect of the Sympathetic NS on the 

heart 

− The better the pumping performance, the more efficient 

your heart is and shorter the interval, it really pumps your 

blood through your arteries, the better you are prepared 

to fight cause you have more O2 in you. 

− EXAMPLE: HRV and PEP in auditory attention (Giuliano et al., 

2018) 

They used HRV and PEP signals to predict EEG signals of 

attention.  

▪ high HRV and short PEP, these are both predictive in 

how well you attend to the S on the screen, both 

predict how well your EEG response to a S, reflect 

selective attention (you would be better at the task) 

(EEG) 

▪ So they used an SNS and an PNS method, and both are 

predictive in how well your attention will be. 

▪ both Parasympathetic NS and Sympathetic NS influence attentional processing (So 
nonspecific method) 

 

2.1.4. Respiration  

• Respiratory activity 

Measured via belt around the chest that expands when you breathe in 

Relationship between respiration and heart rate 

A.  Different measures of interest  

• Respiratory rate (most relevant for cognitive neuroscience, the others are not so important) 

• Inspiration time 

• Expiration time 

• Inspiration to Expiration ratio 

• Heart and respiration go together, are correlated 

EXAMPLE: respiration in cognitive tasks 

- effect of working memory and inter trial 

interval on respiration 

Cognitive task (working memory), breathing + 

heartbeat. Respiration increased by 2 things 

1.Memory load 

2. Speed of the paradigm (task that is fast VS slow, when a 
task is fast, your breathing go’s up)(short/long interval) 

 
- respiration rate increases with cognitive load 

an paradigm 
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2.1.5. Muscle activity  

Electromyogram (EMG) 

• Measures ‘electrical field changes’ due to muscle action potentials (~ allows us to be in close 

contact with the motor cortex) 

• Always on striated muscle (e.g. different from the cardiac muscle discussed earlier, they 

don’t need S), needs stimulation to contract (motor nerves)(when the brain tells them, 

the muscles contract) 

A.  Different measures of interest  

• Startle blink (air puff in your eye, makes you blink, then add certain S to see if your startle reflex is higher or 
lower, according to the arousal state you’re in) ~ probe for surprise and negative valence 

• Facial EMG ~ channel of emotion expression 

• Pre-response motor EMG ~ partial errors 

• [EMG during motor TMS: lecture 07.10.2020] 

• EXAMPLE: startle blink 

Air puff (+ manipulation) startle effect 

Startle is bigger for very arousing event (especially unpleasant) 

CAN DIFFERENTIATE BETWEEN + AND – VALENCE, for negative 

arousal, the startle is much bigger then + 

• EXAMPLE: facial EMG 

Participants rated objects (garage or kitchen) with left or right response (conflict, if handle was 

left, you need to act with right hand) 

Grip of the object could be compatible or incompatible with response   

no conflict: zygomaticus muscle (smile) would move/activate a little bit (maybe fun?) 

Conflict: corrugator muscle (frown) would be activated a little bit(both very subtle)(nfun?) 

• EXAMPLE: motor EMG (from the hand) and partial errors 

Simon task: respond to stimulus color and ignore the position 

(conflict). Surface electrodes to record activity of finger 

muscles. EMG reflects intended but not executed responses 

(partial errors) if. the persons instinct was to push the button 

congruent with the position, but repressed it. They now see 

That there is a direct motor response from the brain from a S. Previously they saw that there was a delay in response if 
the S was incongruent, but they didn’t know if it was from distraction or from partial error of the brain, now they know 
it’s from partial error. There is a direct motor response that you need to stop. 

2.2 Why?  

• Immediate reactions of the peripheral nervous system (e.g., arousal) can complement behavioral 

and neuroimaging data 

• They are cheap, mostly univariate(easy to analyze), and straightforward to analyze 

• Although most of the methods are relatively old (e.g., used in emotion research), there is a new 

interest in basic and applied neuroscience today (e.g., affective processing of effortful tasks) 

• Some measures can/should be considered as “nuisance” variables that influence other measures 

we are interested in (e.g., heart rate and respiration modulate the hemodynamic response in 

fMRI) 

• Especially pupil dilation and eye-tracking are often used in the research conducted at our 

department 
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3.1 TMS basics 

Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation 3. 

 

• TMS is quite different from other neuroimaging, because here we stimulate instead of only 

looking passively at what is happening in the brain 

• Only method were you can look at correlations (lesion) 

3.1.1 History  

• Not a new method 

• 1902: having a magnet penetrating the skull, magnetic field was not very 

strong 

In the beginning it was to treat depression, not for research 

• 1910: created stronger magnetic fields, did not take really of until mid 80’ 

• 1985: machines look still the same 

3.1.2 Principles  

• A strong brief electrical current is passed through the stimulating coil, 

held on or near the person’s head. 

• A transient magnetic field is generated (in the coil) 

perpendicular(loodrecht) to the paddle, and penetrates the brain. 

• Variations in the magnetic field induce an electric current in the 

brain, stimulating/depolarizing the neurons in the stimulated region. 

• You can with this method externally induce action potentials in 

neurons just under the coil 

• Only noninvasive imaging method we have that allows us to 

interfere in ongoing processes by knocking out the brain regions and 

seeing what that does to the brain region. Noninvasive so no long 

term damages. 
The magnetic field can be very strong, earth magnetic field = 40 micro Tesla, this technique= 2000 micro tesla’s, depending on the current 

A. Why do magnetic field induces electric activity?  

Based on the law of electromagnetic induction (faraday’s law) 

− An electrical current in a conductor is (creates) 

associated with a perpendicular magnetic field. 

This magnetic field causes an electrical current in a second 

conductor within the field. 

− TMS: replace one of the conductors with the brain, magnetic field 

induces a movement of electrical charges in the neural tissue. 

 Induces membrane depolarization (action potentials) 

• Induced neural activity (“neural noise”) interferes with coordinated neural processing 

 
Underlying signal, rhythmic activity= the 

neuron signal 

 
TMS puts extra noise to this rhythmic activity, 

force the neurons to fire, whether they want it 

or not  you disrupt the coordination 
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Downstream brain regions, that are higher up in visual processing chain are going to have 

a difficult time to figure out what the early visual cortex is trying to tell them 

 degraded perception 

B. Why do we use TMS?  

• Establishing Causal relationships (brain area  cognitive function) 

• How? 

By interfering with cortical activity and then observing changes in behavior 

• What determines this interference? 

a. Location of brain region 

b. Coil (shape, position, orientation) 

c. Experimental parameters 

d. State of neurons at the time of stimulation 

 

• Primary effects: 

Motor cortex (motor control stimulation is low level) = induces muscle clutches, measure 

motor-evoked potentials (MEPs)For example on the hand and then find the hand region in the 

brain and stimulate it. It makes people twitch/hesitate (light current) 

Visual cortex = induce phosphenes(light flashes that you perceive), transient scotomas(not 

seeing anything), block motion processing(you don’t see anything moving anymore). (flash of 

light, knock out a place in the eye) 

• Secondary effects: 

Interference in neighboring regions 

Interference in directly connected regions 

One brain region is connected to many other regions. That makes it difficult to interpretative 

the TMS results, you don’t know if there are other regions of the process chain activated that 

were intended 

B.  Associative cortical stimulation  

• TMS= “virtual lesion”: knock out task-related cortical region, it affects task performance and behavior 

• Difficult (in high level thing for instance speech): high variability between people (functional & 

anatomical!) you have personal differences . To do an experiment around language. You need to 

know if the person is left language dominant. Primary & prefrontal cortexes are easy to locate, but high level 

brain functions (like Broca’s region) can differ from Hemisphere and exact location from person to person  

• It can have side effects (lesion speak production AND twitching of the face  uncomfortable) 

• Neuron avigation: before you apply TMS, you do an anatomical scan of your brain/head. Make 

them do tasks, Than you can put it in a software to perfectly indicate where you want to use TMS 

• fMRI-guided TMS: adds another layer, before you start TMS let people do tasks 

Here you can see if people are RLD of LLD 

• You can stimulate cortical brain regions, but the stimulation dept isn’t high, subcortical 

levels can’t be reached with it, where you stimulate is important (you can S primary, 

sensory and higher level regions) As long as it’s close to the skull 

 A. shape of the coil (can determine how well you can S) 

3.2.2 Coil 

A. Easy sensorimotor stimulation 

3.2.1 Location of brain region 

3.2 TMS methods 
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A. Intensity 

3.2.3 Experimental parameters 

• Most regular: circular, eight shaped (dia under this) 

• Why? The magnetic field is strongest near the conductor 

height of the “cone” is the strength of the 

magnetic field 

Cone is different shaped, for different goals 

The higher this graph, the deeper it’s S 

a. Goal: really precise stimulation: eight-shaped, where the two circus touch it goes deepest, 1.8 cm, spread 15 cm2 

b. Goal: broad, distributed area depth 3 cm, but also a 

much larger area will be stimulated : Circular 

Spread and depth  trade off 

TMS can’t reach really deep, even the best coils for depth goes 3 cm deep 

The shape of coils determines focality(how big the area is) and depth of the stimulation 

B.  Position of the coil  

• Position matters, even within same brain region, Determines the stimulation region, primary motor cortex 

C.  Orientation of the coil  

• Affects focality and position of the region 

• Keep the coil perpendicular to the region you 

interested in 

 
 
 
 
 

• Experimenter controls strength of current in the coil. This changes how much electrical current is 

induced in the brain 

Important for experimental design, use the strongest stimulation for the strongest response 

 trade off safety concerns (can’t just put an arbitrary amount of electricity in someone his head 

without having side effect like epileptic seizure) Especial any family history in epilepsy can’t participate 

 you want to balance them out: as strong as the manipulation can get, but stick to the 

safety net 

HOW? (difficult because every person react different to the stimulation, cause a thick skull/lot of hair need more S) 
You need do configure intensity for each individual person, by measuring 1 of 2 different threshold 

• Motor threshold 

Differs for healthy vs clinical populations (MS, stroke)  this adds            
,,variability that you need to keep in mind when you adjust the intensity of the stimulation 
This is just a measure of the efficiency of the synaptic connections between motor cortex and muscles 

How does it works: you place the coil on the primary motor cortex, 

where we can make the index-finger twitch. We measure that with 

EMG electrons. Then turn the intensity up and down so that we get visible motor evoked 

potential in half of the times it is S. We stimulate 10 times, if we see 5 times motor evoked 

potential, you know you have the right intensity 

 Lowest TMS intensity (M1) needed to evoke MEPs in 50% of trials 

• Phosphene threshold 

Lowest TMS intensity (V1, V5) needed to evoke phosphenes in 50% of trials Differs for e.g. (same 

procedure as motor threshold, but see a flash of light yes or no) 
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Healthy vs clinical populations (migraine have lower phosphene threshold) 
There are clinical populations where the excitability is lower, fe. With a stroke it’s harder to excite the neurons so 
intensity needs to be higher 

B.  Frequency  

• Many ways to stimulate 

a. Single pulse 

M1 (MEP’s), V1 (phosphenes) 

b. Double pulse 

2 impulses in the same region 

You prime the neurons with the first pulse, force to fire action potentials 

Then you fire a second pulse, not going to be able to fire as efficiently because they weren’t 

completely restored from the first pulse 

Intracortical inhibition or facilitation ISI-dependent effects: 

- short (1-4ms)  inhibition( interstimulus interval is short, then you 

inhibit) 

- long (7-20ms)  facilitation (but If you wait longer to fire the second 

impulse, then the neurons are going to fire more easily) 

c. Paired pulse 

Two pulses to two different brain regions using two coils. 

Examine functional connectivity between cortical areas. 

Variable ISI, examine how these two brain areas interact. If you disrupt the second region 5 

ms after the first, this is going to mess up all the cognitive processes. 

Knocking out the communication between brain area 

d. Repetitive TMS 

A train of TMS pulses (same intensity) applied to a single brain region (1-20+ pulses per 

second). 

- Higher frequency / intensity  more disruption of cortical function. 

Long-term modulation of cortical excitability (inhibition or facilitation) 

Knocks-out the brain region for 20-40 minutes. BUT the higher the frequency, the higher the 

intensity of the stimulation. The more safety concerns you have! BE VERY CAREFUL 
(Not to know, but in blind people they used RTMS to the visual cortex, they couldn’t read bray anymore so they need  their 

visual cortex to do so) 

C.  Timing  

a. On-line TMS 
The same task, then apply impulse 4ms before 8ms before… you can map time very precisely, allows you to test very 
exact hypothesizes of the timing of brain processes 

Single pulse or repetitive 
Applied during task performance 

Effects last only while task is performed 

b. Off-line TMS 

You stimulate first, and then people do the task, and see how it effects task 

performance (global, strong effects over 20 minutes) 

Only repetitive TMS (<1Hz = inhibition; > &Hz = facilitation) Applied before the task 
Effect lasts beyond the period of stimulation 

3.2.4  State of neurons at time of stimulation  

We know the stimulation interferes with neuronal activity. 

But how are the underlying neural circuits affected by applying TMS? 
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 earlier mentioned problem: we don’t know of the effect is caused by the region the 

TMS stimulated or it’s because the neurons fire further in the brain region chain 

 a lot of determinants (coil, location, intensity, clinical…) 

This all shows how variable and makes it really difficult to figure out what neural activity is 

going on. Because you need to keep all factors stable, except for one. And that’s impossible 

a. Within-individual factors 

-Structure of the neural circuit 

-Neural activity during application  

visual cortex: 

- the more the region is engaged, the more affect TMS will have 

- Ceiling effect: if the neuron is already firing at max capacity, and on top of that TMS 

stimulate to fire more. That won’t work as well, because they have already reached 

there max. But if TMS stimulate neurons who weren’t as much active, they show a 

bigger affect, cause the weak activation is swept away by this big activation 

- Noise-induction depends on TMS intensity, interacts with stimulus intensity 

A and A 

-Cell types (e.g., projecting vs. local neurons) 

- Induced changes in efficacy of synaptic connections 

b. Between-individual factors 

Healthy vs patient 

 
TMS over M1 -> muscle contractions 

• Amplitude of evoked potentials (measured with EMG) quantifies cortico-spinal excitability. 

• Mirror neuron system 

Whenever you observe an action, you automatically activate the corresponding motor cortex 

If you observe an index finger movement, you’re 

going to activate the region in your brain that 

corresponds with executing the movement 

 motor evoked potentials stronger in 

these muscles, prepare the muscles to 

execute the movement they just saw 

 
When I see an index finger movement, then I induce a MEP in index finger muscles. That’s going 

to leave a stronger MEP and thus muscle contraction ( in index finger) than when I induce (saw) the little finger 
movement (than TMS is going to leave a smaller muscle movement of the index finger 

3.3.2 Phosphenes  

• TMS over V1 -> light flashes 

• Multi-sensory integration 

Measure phosphene threshold 

3.3.1 MEPs 

3.3 Experimental designs 

Task: report if you see a flash of light, and where (left/right) 
TMS (left/right) just below threshold x auditory stimulation  
(left/right), Congruency facilitate visual perception? 

Hypothesis: same side, makes the visual system more 

sensitive. Pushes the visual system across the threshold and 

see the phosphenes more often 
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+: after TMS 

-: before TMS 

 
Black line: benefit of performance. But only in 

a specific time window 

You hear a sound, 40 ms after you induce 

a phosphene with TMS. 
 

3.3.3 Visual awareness (V1 & V2)  

• Motion processing 

How do V1 and V5 interact to create visual awareness for motion? Is their feedback to each other necessary 

Which neuronal processes are necessary for to 

consciously see stimuli. 

Processing chain 

Feedback necessary for consciously seeing the S? 

Because V5 is direct connected to V1 

If only FF is necessary, then once the info is in V5 

and we mess around with V1 after the info is 

already in V5. It should not really have an effect. 

(hypothesis) 

Critical time window for V5: 60-80. This is when it processes the info. So if you S with TMS 

here, the performance is worse. If you TMS later, there would be no effect 

If we disrupt V1 earlier (40-50), then performance would be disrupt (drop) the same way 

 confirmed that Feed Forward is necessary 

Critical time window for V1: 80-100. And if you then S, the Performance also decreased 

 can only be explained by feedback is necessary to see 

3.3.4 Neuronavigation  

Software for neuronavigation, so you put people in an fMRI, then 
you let them do a task, you see which region gets activated, a 
software program than looks at where you need to hold the magnets 
for you to impact that region 

 
You can also stand behind the pp with 

the coil and make sure that you’re 

always on target 

 

 
3.3.5 fMRI-guided TMS  

• Numerical cognition 

• A lot of variability in where in parietal cortex this is localized 

Before pp must do an fMRI scan (numbers and letters). Where it lights up when reading an 

number, you know that that part is important numerical cognition. For this pp, the red circle 

indicates where the TMS should happen 
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3.4.1 Therapeutic uses 

3.4 Clinical applications 

These 2 brain area are really close to each other and in these regions there 

is a lot of variability 

 you really need to be very precise 
fMRI, pp performed subtraction task. Then they checked if applying a TMS pulse disrupts the task. 

The grey bar: control condition is critical!!! 

Problem with control conditions in TMS is, you want to match the experience with the experimental 

group as close as possible. 

-same procedure/treatment. TMS procedure: fMRI, sounds (of TMS and fMRI), neck twitches, person 

constantly being behind you…  if the Control condition is: just do the task → there will be a poor match. The 

control cond. Needs to be as similar as possible! Control condition: invite them to TMS, do fMRI, holding 

coin to the top to the head. (so reverse so it doesn’t affect the brain. Or do it on the motor cortex to 

activate face twitches without interfering in number process of the brain. (1:12:00) 

 

• Stroke 

− Aphasia 

− Motor disability: 

Rapid rTMS (>1Hz) over affected hemisphere 

Enhanced excitability. 

Increases in MEPs and improved finger motor task. 

• Tinnitus 

• Anxiety disorders 

− Panic disorder 

− OCD 

• Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis 

• Multiple sclerosis 

• Epilepsy 

• Movement disorders 

− Parkinson’s, Huntington’s 

− Dystonia: 

Condition where motor cortex constantly tells your muscles to contract 

Slow repetitive TMS: you inhibit region you stimulate 

Improvement in motor co-ordination 

• Schizophrenia 

− Schizoaffective disorder 

− Auditory hallucinations: 

“Voices” may be due to overactivation of temporal regions (involved with speech). 

Increase inhibition in temporal regions 

Slow rTMS (1Hz) 

Sustained reductions activity 

• Addiction 

• Depression 

In treatment-resistant patients: 

- High frequency rTMS of the left DLPFC (hypoactivity); 

- Low frequency rTMS of the right DLPFC (hyperactivity) 
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4. Hoofdstuk 3B: TRAnSCRANIAL direct current stiMULATION 

4.1.1 History 

4.1. tDCS basics 

 to balance it out 

• Migraines 

• Hemi spatial neglect 

3.4.2  Efficiency  

• These treatments have to happen regularly. It has an effect, but last only a short period (1/week) 

• Control group 

Always need a control group (sham stimulation)! 

• Mechanisms 

rTMS shows long-term effects (synaptic plasticity). 

Multiple possible mechanisms: 

Direct targeting → alter cortical excitability of dysfunctional area. 

Distant effect → alter upstream or downstream region’s excitability 

• Usefulness 

Effects not permanent, but even temporary relief is relief. repair vs interaction models 

repair: rTMS corrects an imbalance, an effect that wears off 

interaction: rTMS support neuronal plasticity, helps the brain to restore function 

3.5 Summary: TMS pros and cons  
 

 

 
 

• Roman empire 

Scribonius Largues described how placing a live torpedo fish over the scalp relieve headache in 

patients 

• 18th century Galvani invented DC battery (Galvanic battery) 

Aldini (his nephew) used DC for clinical applications (major depression) 

• Today 

Seminal studies of Priori et al. (1998) and Nitsche et al. (2003) paved the way to modern tDCS. 
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4.1.2 Principle  

• Apply constant, low direct current (1 to 2 mA) to scalp via electrodes 

• (De-) polarizes targeted brain regions 

• Simple and cheap machine: 2 electrodes + stimulation device. Leave it on for a couple minutes 

A.  Polarity dependent modulation  

• Anodal(+) tDCS 

Increases cortical excitability 

Depolarizes resting membrane potential  more spontaneous neuronal firing 

• Cathodal (-) tDCS 

Decreases cortical excitability 

Hyperpolarizes resting membrane potential  less spontaneous firing 

You don’t directly interfere with activity, you just make it easier/more difficult to fire (TMS) 

Apply electrodes to the motor cortex. Then you 

measure the amplitude of MEP 

+ stimulation: you make the motor cortex more 

excitable 

 

 
Brain is an flexible organ, that adapts if theirs is a constant stimulation. The brain is going to account 

that. You can see that in the second graph. After several minutes, to activity goes to the baseline. 

Limited time window for the experiment 

4.1.3 Montage  

• Location matters, where you put the electrodes. (visual or motor context) 

• Matters also where you put the second, current will always go from A to C. So 

you can manipulate the flow 

• Manipulate the strength of the stimulation  use wet sponges. Smaller 

sponge, it’s going to push the current harder in the brain 

4.1.4 Procedure  

• On-line: during task 

• Off-line: before task 

• Both 

4.2. Clinical use  

• Effective in treating depression (Nitsche et al., 2009) 

not a long lasting effect 

 
Doesn’t induce twitches, when the machine is close to 

the face (TMS) 

 
It helps in the first half, but levels off in the second 

half. And then has the same effect as anti-depressing 

 
• Chronic and acute pain 

• Stroke rehabilitation 
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5.1 Introduction 

5. EEG 

• Drug addiction 

4.3. Experimental example  

• Experiment in healthy (elder) population 

• Does anodal tDCS enhance performance in a sequential-letter 

working-memory task? 

• Increase the excitability of dIPEC in WM context 

(tDCS over dlPFC (associated with WM)) 

• Every 2 seconds you see a letter flash. Every time the letter you 

see now, matches the one you saw 3 letters ahead. 

• Results: people performed better in the active condition 

• Problem: No evidence of reliable effect of tDCS on cognition in healthy populations (59 studies 

reviewed) 

Only reliable effect: MEP amplitude modulation 

4.4. Summary  
 

 
 

5.1.1  How it started: brief history of EGG  

• One of the oldest methods 

• 19th century it started, with recording electrical activity from the brain 

Richard Caton (1875): electrical impulses recorded from the rabbit and monkey brain 
Adolf & Napoleon (1890): in Poland: able to record spontaneous electrical activity of the brain any 
rhythmic oscillations , discontinuous electricity activity. Record cortical activity in response to 
peripheral-nerve stimulation in dogs and monkeys 
Sabina: recording of experimentally induced epileptic seizures from a dog’s cortex 

In this picture you can see the epileptic seizure from the cortex. One 
electrode from the cortex, the other one from the heart. This has 
been very helpful for patients with epilepsy. 

the old measuring tools 
 

Hans Berger! In Germany:  first to go recording the electrical activity of the human brain from the surface of the 
head. He even recorded the activity of his children. First to describe: 

= alpha wave. One of the oscillations of the brain. The 
rhythm of the brain. That’s why the alpha wave is 
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often called the Berger wave cause he found this. He 
himself was skeptical if his finding was correct so e 
took 5 years to confirm it. 

William Grey Walter (1964): He was the first to describe and discovered something like ERP.  
Contingent Negative Variation: An Electric Sign Of Sensorimotor Association And Expectancy In The 
Human Brain (clinical use) 
This moment people saw that this method could also be used to study and experiments 

5.2 Neural basis of electroencephalography  

• Actions potentials: 

− Building blocks of the electrical signaling/ 

communication between neurons 

− Rapid, transient, and all-or-none positive 

spikes in voltage that flow from the body of 

the neuron to the axon terminal of a 

neuron, they build the neurolink between 

synapses 

− Excitatory 

− NOT picked up by EEG 

• Post-Synaptic potential 

− Long-lasting, slower post-synaptic potentials 

− Graded responses, varying in amplitude depending on the strength of the signal 

− Slower timing and larger span of postsynaptic potential is easier to detect and capture with EEG. This is 

why it’s easier for EEG to pick them up. EEG doesn’t reflect the action potentials but post-synaptic 
potentials! 
1. When an action potential reaches the axon terminal, the 

neuron releases a NT(neurotransmitters) 

2. The NT binds to the receptor 

3. The postsynaptic neuron gets depolarized (excitatory 
postsynaptic potential, EPSP) or hyperpolarized (inhibitory 
PSP, IPSP) 

4. EPSP and IPSP summate temporally and spatially 
5. If the postsynaptic neuron reaches a given depolarization 

threshold, an action potential is generated. 
• Dipoles are captured by EEG 

− Dipole = Separation of electric charge over (a small) distance 

− Fundamental to measuring and recording activity 
1. Excitatory signal causes depolarization of dendrites, there’s 

an influx of sodium (Na+) ions into the cell 
2. Causes a Local reduction in Na+ concentration, – 

voltage around cell detected as a relatively more 
negative extracellular voltage (blue sink) 

3.  Extracellular voltage at the other end of the neuron 
becomes relatively more positive (red source) 

4.  Pair of equal and oppositely charged poles - a conduction 
medium for a dipole 

5. Current flows from source (+) to sink (-), and this is called dipoles, pairs are equally charged in strength 
but opposites 

− Summation and orientation 
The voltage measured at the scalp will be different depending on the 
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position of the neuron  2 types of orientation dipoles 
a. Electrodes measure the sum of positive/negative charges in 

their closed vicinity 
-> Radial dipole (picked up by EEG) 

b. Depending on the position of the neuron relative to the scalp, 
different changes in voltage will be recorded 
-> Tangential dipole (picked up by EEG) 

The graph in the circles show how the signal is picked up on the 
scalp 

 
− Pyramidal neurons are ideal current generators that are picked up by the brain, cause they are: 

• spatially aligned 

• perpendicular to the cortical surface, easier to pick up by EEG 

• they receive similar input, makes them fire together, that’s why we can record them 

− Many neurons (10.000-50.000) need to sum their activity to be detectable by EEG 

− Dipoles need to be: 

• arranged in parallel: orientation is crucial (oriented in the same way)(otherwise activity would cancel 
each other out) 

• synchronously active: timing is crucial (they need to be activated at the same time) 

• Summation of many such dipoles: can be modelled as one strong equivalent current dipole with 
three parameters: location, orientation, strength; mimicked as one strong equivalent current dipole, 
this can have different orientation, strength, brain picks up pyramidal 

• Scalp distribution and EEG waveforms 

− This simplified model shows how a single electrode tracks changes in the scalp voltage over 
time as the underlying brain activity changes 

− 1 electrode would track the changes in scalp voltage 
over time, as the underlying voltage of these dipoles 
changes over time 

− It starts from negative and then becomes positive 
(record in real time in human EEG) 

 

• The strength and polarity of the signal at the electrode depends on 

1. orientation of the dipole 
2. electrode location 
3. electrode’s distance from the dipole 

• What do we measure? 

EEG signal is the result of the summation of excitatory and inhibitory PSPs at the dendrites of 
neurons in the cortex 

− WHAT WE CAN MEASURE 
a. The synchronous activity of PSPs in (pyramidal) cells in the cortex which creates dipoles 

(consisting of thousands of neurons) -> relatively fast 
b. Excellent temporal resolution: can measure neural dynamics of cognitive processes in 

real time (vs. fMRI) 
c. Direct neural activity measure (vs. fMRI) 
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− WHAT WE CAN’T MEASURE: 

a. Action potentials 
b. Single neuron events cause we need summations of many neurons together 
c. Any activity that is asynchronous (out of sync). 
d. Any dipole activity that is not organized in parallel, signals will  

cancel each other 
e. Activity in subcortical and deep brain structures (e.g., thalamus,  
f. basal ganglia, brainstem) 

5.3 EEG data collection  

• EEG measurement  

− Voltage (with EEG we measure electrical activity as voltage): the potential for current to move from one 
place to another 

− EEG signal: a potential for current to pass between two electrodes 

− Electrode: a metal disc that forms an electrical connection with a scalp, they record the current 

▪ Differential amplifiers (signal from the brain is small so 
it needs to be amplified): active electrode (A), ground 
electrode (G), and a reference electrode (R)Ground - a 
common reference point for all voltages in the system 
(reference for the reference) 

▪ Voltage differences between A and R are recorded = EEG signal 
▪ Choice of ‘neutral’ R is important, neutral from the brain 

(Nose, Mastoid (left/right), Earlobe (left/right), Re-referencing 
offline) An R can’t pick up activity but needs to be close to the 
skull, then the A is placed on the skull and the difference 
between them is measured 

▪ A gel is placed for better conduction 

− EEG setup:  

− Burger used 2 electrodes, we use many more to see more precise. 

− EEG cap: different number of electrodes (#electrodes on the head: 32,64, 128) 
− Different electrode system montages:  

A system to organize the electrodes on the head 
10-20 system is common (Jasper, 1958). Reference point on the 
scalp, 20% and 10% distance to create an even distribution 

− Amplifier connected to recording PC and software 

− Each electron position has its own name( f for frontal,…)(CZ in the 
center), pp sit in front of the stimulation pc. The computer sends 
certain codes/triggers which mark the event we are interested in. 

• EEG recording: noise reduction 

− Tiny (signal) voltage fluctuations of scalp EEG: amplification needed, bc the signal from the 
brain is reduced when it has to pass the scalp. This is why we need the amplifier. 

− Electrical equipment in the laboratory: source of induced noise (electrical instruments) 
Shielding the recording room is important: Faraday cage, to prevent other elec signals 
AC line noise for the electrical equipment that’s still in the cage: 50/60 Hz needs to be 
filtered out 

 

− Impedance: overall impediment (belemmering) to current flow measure in Ohms (Ω) 
Needs to be as low as possible <5kΩ 

Increasing contact from the electrode with the skin 
Electrode= green: level of impedance is okay 
This is why we use a gel, increases the conductivity (no hair…) and decrease impedance 

− Physiological/muscle artefacts: need to be reduced, it doesn’t happen in the brain but is also picked up by 
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the EEG: 

− 1.Heart potentials: electrocardiogram (ECG) 

− 2.Blinks: eye-movement: horizontal and vertical 
oculogram (HEOG/VEOG) 

− That’s why they ask people to relax and not move eyes, hands and not to blink 

The following picture is the electrical noise that is picked up from other parts in the brain 

• EEG recording 

− People need to be relaxed 

− EEG is recorded continuously, in blocks 

− Sampling rate(how often we sample the activity): 
every 1/2/4 milliseconds. High temporal resolution, so 
a lot of data in little time 

− We need to send ’triggers’/markers of relevant events (e.g., stimulus on the 

screen/response) so we know what the PP was doing at the time of recording (like pressed the left button) 
− combination of cortical activity (smallest part), noise, and 

physiological/muscle activity and external noise 

Researcher needs to process the signal to remove all noise 

5.4 Data analyses  

• EEG data (2 types of analyzing the data)  

a. Event-related potentials (ERP) 

− Stimulus-evoked changes in cortical activity, time-locked 
to stimulus in an environment 
Brain produces strong evoked potentials whenever pp 
saw/heard a S-> so they were called stimulus-related 
(strong response of the brain to a S) 

− Event-related potentials (Vaughan, 1969) 
− “Reaction time” of the 21st century”: Reveals timing and organization of cognitive 

processes 

− Important to record repeated instances of a certain event to deal with noise 
b. Oscillations are 

− “Rhythms” of the brain: repetitive patterns of brain 

Activity, related to cognitive states 
− How do different cognitive states (wakefulness, 

attention) change the pattern of rhythmic activity? 

− Often used in sleep study’s 

• Experimental design 

5.4.1 Experimental design  

• How many trials? (we need to record in trails) 

− It depends on signal-to-noise ratio, which increases as a square root of number of trials 

− No magic number, but ~50 trials is a good standard (some ERPs can be observed with 20 
trials) 

− Average the activity: ERP= standard pattern over many events -> reduce the noise (we mostly need 50 trails 

to do that) 

• Inter-trial interval 

− Events of interest should be sufficiently spaced (several hundred milliseconds) 
We have a good temporal resolution, but these patterns are long lasting and need to 
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extinguish before you give the pp another stimulus 

− This also depends on which components and frequencies you plan to analyze 
− Stimulus offset(hen the S disappears of the screen) also produces signal, so take this into 

account 

• How many electrodes? 

− It depends on the purpose. If you plan to perform source reconstruction >100 
− For ERP, common standard is 64 (unless there are other constraints, e.g., time) 

Spatial resolution isn’t super great In EEG, more electrodes the better the spatial resolution 
Balance between the time you need to set all the electrodes+ gel up and the spatial 
resolution is needed 

- Children need less cause of their smaller scalpel 

• Triggers (markers we send from the S pc to record the signal for an event) 

− Square-wave pulses sent from stimulus-computer to the EEG amplifier, recorded as a 
separate channel in the raw data. Amplitude of the pulse code for event-type 

− Triggers are fundamental in the analysis, as they will be used to time-lock data offline 

− Better to have triggers for everything that’s important, i.e. condition, event, correct/incorrect 
response (It saves time later on) 

• Sampling Rate (how often the signal is digitized) (mostly 1/2/4 milliseconds) 

− Nyquist theorem: at least twice the highest frequency of the data we want to analyze 

− In general 500 (every 2 ms)-2000 Hz will be good for any analysis 

5.4.2 ERP analyses  

• Data processing steps 

1. Filtering (optional) 
• Helps to clean out low (high-pass filter) and high (low-pass) frequency noise 
• We need to be careful with filtering, as it can also introduce artefacts 
• It helps us to clean out the signal. When filtering low freq activity, be very careful with EEG analysis 
2. Re-referencing (optional) 
• Electric potentials are only defined with respect to a reference. 
• In different research, different references are used, but the signal can look different if you take a different 

reference so be aware of this 
• Usually an average reference is used = (an average of all the electrodes, this to deal with noise) 
• Usually the linked mastoids, or an average of all scalp electrode 
3. Segmentation/’epoching’ 
• Dividing up the continuous recording into epochs of 

interest 
• Usually contains the trial length(stimulus and 

response), and a baseline period before the stimulus 
• Find the triggers in the data-recording, define temporal period around which you cut out from 
the recording = epochs (periods we are interested in). 50ms (=base line) before event and 1500 
ms after (±),-> length really depends on your interest of what you want to examine 
4. Baseline correction (also a bit optional) 

• Accounts for relative voltage differences between trials and conditions (long scale 
fluctuation are corrected with this), by removing any drift occurring from the EEG 
amplifier equipment. Subtract baseline from the activity after the S. 

5. Artefact rejection/correction 
• Identifying trials that are 

contaminated by artefacts (noise) 
• Either based on a visual inspection of data (time- consuming, subjective) or automated 
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procedure (e.g. threshold, spectral decomposition, kurtosis…depending on criteria, may miss 
out on noisy data) 
• 2 things you can do: 
a. Trial rejection (you’re going to lose some trial, need enough reserve)(we leave out trails that are 

contaminated, we need to have enough clean data over after we did this) 
b. Correction of signal (eye-blink correction, Independent Component Analysis, ICA)(mathematical) 
• Hansen’s Axiom: There is no substitute for clean data! (during the experiment you need 
to get data that’s as clear as possible, cause that’s the best data) 

6. Averaging 
• Averaging across epochs with identical events to increase 
signal-to-noise ratio, so we can see pattern, we repeat 
trails to get clearer picture and cancel out noise 
First: averaging within a pp, then between pp 
• Sometimes: averaging across ‘clusters’ of adjacent 
Electrodes (regions of interest), to deal with multidimensionality of data 
•For all preprocessing steps, you can use different software: 

• Averaging across participants: grand average (trial with black circle and trials with 
red triangle)(we need enough statistical power for this) 

Three trials: lots of noise 

• Clean EEG graph 

Latency: time (ms) and microvolts. 
Specific pattern of activity in response of the S 
Amplitude. Negative activity is on top! 

− ERP waveform = changes in scalp recorded voltage over time 
Reflection of cognitive activity over time 

− ERP peak = reliable local positive or negative maximum in the 
observed ERP waveform (not noise) 

− ERP component = scalp-recorded voltage change, which 
reflects a neural or psychological process (target on the 
same side as cue (compatible trial), ERP much higher) 

− ERP components are typically labeled by their 
i. polarity (Negative or Positive) 
ii. peak Latency, when they happen in time 

(P100(positive component happening after 
100 ms), N200) order in which they were 
observed (P1(first positive component), N1) 

Example: P1/P100 component is the first positive 
deflection, the naming of component can differ 
from paper to paper 
• Latency ~100 ms 

•  Amplitude: larger for attended/cued vs. unattended stimulus/uncued 

• Data visualization 

− Time domain plot: shows how electric potentials change over time on 
an individual electrode or set of averaged electrodes 
First head: electrode + around posterior regions 

NOTE: Positive polarity can be plotted up or down. 

− Topographical map: shows the distribution of electric potential over 
the SCALP at a particular time 
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• Types of ERP waveform 

(
 

 

 

type of S. Pattern will depend on modality 
(visual or auditory(is even faster than V) S) 

• Example: Mismatch negativity Component (MMN) 

1. Depending on the electro side the 
response of the brain looks very differently 
(look at previous picture, one half +, other 
half-) (contralateral visual response will 
always be bigger then the ipsilateral one) 
2. (3 different) CNV: activity before a S is 
presented. Preparatory negative activity. 
Slowly increases before S is presented 
-CNV 
- Compatibility 
- Response 
- Also different wave is response was in/correct 
3. Signal different when it’s a different 

Reflects a response of the brain to the change in a S/task. 
PP heard standard sounds. Whenever there was a sound that 
differs from the other sounds, your brain has a typical 
response. It also happens when you’re not aandachtig, also 
found in coma patients. 
Subtract the 2 wave forms= MMN 
Comes from Frontal Auditory part 
of the brain 
 
 
 
 

 

• Other examples: 

 
• ERP changes in psychiatric disorders  

− Disorders of consciousness (MMN) 
− Alcohol (N1, P2, N2, P3, …) 

− Schizophrenia (have much smaller response to a deviant S) (N1, P2, N2, P3, MMN) 

− Bipolar Disorder (P50, P3) 

Larger amplitude for attended S then for 
not attended S. 
 
 
 
 
 
Positive wave around 300 ms 
Also a correlate for the speed of your 
response, time when this component is 
observed correlate with how fast you 
react on it 
 
The more aware you are of error, the 
larger your component will be 
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− Depression (P3) 
− Phobia (P3) 

− Panic disorder (P3) 

− OCD (P3, N2, ERN)  

− Posttraumatic stress disorder (P50, P3)  

− Dissociative disorder (P3)  
− Personality disorder (N2, P3) 

− This is analyzed with specific tasks in different experimental conditions to understand the difference. And 
this is vergeleken with healthy group 

• Statistical analysis 
Lots of decisions to make 

− Which component? 

− Which time window? 

− Which electrode of interest (or ROI)? 

•  Look for answers in Literature/past research 

• “Neutral” or baseline condition (independent of your 
manipulation). 

• Data driven methods = plug all your data into an 
algorithm and see what it gives out 

 STATISTICS (a priori hypothesis) -> multidimension of the data 

− What is your dependent measure? ERP amplitude, latency, electrode site/cluster (ROI)... 
o Extract values from the ERP, then use appropriate statistics (e.g., t-test, ANOVA) to 

− answer your question (e.g., group/task differences) 
o Need to correct for multiple comparisons if needed! 
o Most common way of dealing with that is: Bonferroni correction (divide p-value by the number of 

tests performed..) 
o Exploratory hypothesis without a-priori hypotheses: 

Cluster-based permutation test, is a data driven method, but it’s strict and conservative in controlling for multiple 
comparisons so hypothesis driven method can target certain  time window or group component
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• Neural sources of ERP 

− Volume conductions: recording electrical potentials at a distance 
from their source generator (the scalp). This leads to spatial 
smearing, cause what we observe on the scalp is a mix of signals 
from the brain and reflect a lot of dipoles activity from the brain 

− Spatial smearing: Instantaneous linear mixing of signals 

We cannot reliably say, where in the brain the action comes from. 
We can’t say which dipoles creates this activity 

−  ERP signals contain multiple sources of neural activity that 
overlap in time. 

− Amplitude and latency of ERP components may not perfectly reflect amplitude and latency of 
any one neural source. So you can’t be sure of spatial organization of the signal 

− Topography maps reflect scalp voltage distributions, not brain locations 

− We can’t do many hypothesis about the organization 

Forward problem: We can predict the ERP waveform if we know the number, orientation, timing 
and strength of the neural sources/dipoles 

• Inverse problem: An infinite number of neural source configurations can produce the same 
ERP wave, so this is undeterminable & ill posed problem 
• Solution 1: Well-designed experiments that compare conditions 
allow inferences about neural sources and cognitive associations 
• Solution 2: Source reconstruction methods 

  
− True waveforms + weighting factor (a mixing matrix) = ERP 

waveforms at the scalp. 
BUT… we don’t know the true waveforms! We need an unmixing 

matrix, estimating how many sources (and how much) are 
contributing to the scalp signal at a certain electrode site. 

− Source localization 

A component is equivalent to a neural generator source. Biophysical assumptions about the 
flow of current through the conductive tissues of the head to define the scalp distribution of 
each component (-> compute an un-mixing matrix). Additional assumptions (i.e., number of 
discrete dipoles). 
EEG will never be really precise in the spatial domain 

 

5.4.3 Time frequency/oscillations  

• The other method 

• Oscillations are certain patterns of repetitive activity. Classified according their frequency with 

which they repeat over time 

• Brain rhythms are grouped into 
bands: 

You can reconstruct 
the most likely 
neural generator of 
your electrical 
activity with this. 
 
All models can be 
wrong, but they can 
be useful to try and 
understand 
underlying neural 
activity. 
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o Gamma (lower 30-80 Hz, upper 80-150 Hz)(strong, 
evoked by strong sensory stimulation) 
o Beta 15-30 Hz 
o Alpha 8-12 Hz (usually when eyes are closed, sleepy) 
o Theta 4-8 Hz 
o Delta 2-4 Hz 
• There are no precise boundaries defining the bands 
(theta might be referred to as 3-9 or 4-7 Hz).(no 
specific boundary’s between these freq’s) 
• Cognitive processes are associated 

with rhythms between 2 Hz(slow) and 150 Hz(very fast oscillation) 
• However, gamma frequencies (30-80 Hz) are heavily 
attenuated in EEG, overshadowed by artefacts 

• Neurophysiological basis: 
Input -> increased activity in pyramidal cells -> increased act in GABA-ergic interneurons 

 

➔ alpha response (more inhibitory activity) 
which happens when we are in a sleepy state 
(closed eyes) 

 
 
 

Oscillations are characterized by their: 

Phase: timing of certain neural events 
Frequency: involvement of different neuronal 
processing systems during an event 
Amplitude: how string they are. Reflect 
evolvement in a certain task 

 
 

• Basic time-frequency analysis; 

1. Fourier series and transformation: 

− A Fourier series is a way to represent a wave-like function as the 
sum (linear combination) of simple waves. 

− Decompose any periodic (repeating) signal into the sum of a set 

of sines and cosines. 
− Allows us to see Transformation 

− Can be represented in plots of frequency (x-axis) by amplitude (y-axis) = signal is now 
transformed from the time domain into the frequency domain 
• requires the signal be stationary 
• frequency structure hard to visualize over time 
-> lose a lot of temporal information 

2. Wavelets 

− A wavelet is a complex sine wave that has been multiplied by a 
Gaussian (normal-shaped) distribution. 

− This wavelet is then convolved with the EEG data: 
o It is dragged along the EEG data to look at when and to what 

extent the data contain features that look like the wavelet. 
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Time-frequency (oscillations) 

− Can be interpreted in terms of neural 
oscillations (well know 
neurophysiological bases). 

− Can be linked to evidence from other 
species and methods (in vitro, in vivo, 
single cell in animals, intracranial 
recordings in humans, EEG, MEG). 

− Extra information (on top of space and 
time). 

 
Limitations: 

− Time-frequency decomposition results 
in a decrease of temporal precision 
(especially at low frequency bands). 

− Literature linking oscillations to 
cognitive processes is growing (even 
booming) but still relatively limited as 
compared to ERPs. 

Limitations: 
− ERPs do not show non-phase locked 

activity (null result difficult to 
interpret). 

− Non-linear neural activity patterns such 
as interregional synchronization and 
cross frequency coupling cannot be 
captured by ERPs. Cannot see how 
certain frequencies of this brains 
rhythms are coupled together 

ERP’s 

− Easy to compute. Relatively few 
assumptions in the analysis. 

− High temporal precision and accuracy 
(little or no filtering, ms precision). 

− Extensive literature. 

− Easy to look at the data (also for sanity 
check purposes). 

o Repeated over the same EEG data by using 
− wavelets of different frequencies 

-> time-frequency representation is formed! 
 
 

 
• Quick recap: 

• Difference between short and long wavelets 

 

 

 

 
 

a) Overlap of the two responses 
(2-3Hz and 6Hz) 

 
b) Separation of the two responses 
(2-3Hz and 6Hz) 

 
 
 
 

• Example: alpha oscillations (evoked by certain S) 
This is a type of attention task where we present a cue, then there is a preparation interval and you have to 
respond to the target. Alpha oscillations decreased/desynchronized (inhibit), there is more contralateral to cue 
direction. Already in the preparatory time-period (cue), the alpha oscillations in the hemisphere which is 
contralateral to where the cue was, they became desynchronized when you prepare for a certain S (lower in 
power, less inhibition in this hemisphere)(stronger alpha is usually related to inhibitory activity, so less inhibi 
activity in preparation to a signal. 
• functionally similar to P1 component 
• Occipital electrode sites 

5.5 ERP vs time frequency  
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IT DEPENDS ON YOUR HYPTHESIS 

5.6 EEG pros and cons  
 

PROS 
− EEG is cheap, non-invasive, has little 

effect on subjects’ perception and 
behavior. 

− High temporal resolution enables 
assessing the temporal dynamics of 

CONS 
− Low spatial resolution (volume 

conduction and inverse problem, lots of 
noise). 

-> Impossible to localize with certainty 

 cognitive processes non-invasively 
(same goes for MEG, but that’s much 

more expensive) . 

− Direct measure of neural activity 
(fMRI BOLD is indirect). 

− Multidimensional (analyze in: 
time, space, frequency, 
power). 
Easy to combine with other methods 

 

 
Remember! 
- High number of degrees of freedom (which compo 
leads to the multiple comparison problem. 
- Needs a good theoretical a-priori hypothesis! 

5.7 MEG  

and precision the real dipoles based on a 
certain scalp distribution. 

 
 

 
nents, frequencies, windows, electrodes?) -> 

 

A functional neuroimaging technique that measures the magnetic fields naturally generated by 

neuronal sources in the brain. 

Because these neuromagnetic signals are so small, MEG needs special equipment: 

- requires ‘superconducting quantum interference devices’ (SQUIDs), bc magnetic activity is really 

small! 

- these SQUIDs are bathed in a large liquid helium cooling unit (-269°C). (so expensive) 

- because of the low impedance at this temperature, SQUIDs can now detect and amplify magnetic 

fields generated by neurons a few centimeters away from the sensors. 

 
First measured by David Cohen in 1968. 

Excellent temporal resolution. 

It uses magnetic meter which measures magnetic field and then connect it to the squid 
• How does it works? 

− Connection between electricity and magnetism first discovered by 
Orsted in 1820. 

− Electric current always generates a magnetic field. 

− Around 50,000 active neurons are needed to produce a detectable 

signal: 

- pyramidal cells (similar orientations).How does it works? 

 
• Advantages: 

− Better spatial resolution – 

cause there are little 
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skull/scalp effects. Volume 

conduction problem is less 

− Most systems are able to 

simultaneously record EEG. 

− Participant preparation time 

reduced: 

- Sensors do not need to have 

direct contact to skin. 

- Supine or seated positioning. 

But MEG can’t pick up radial dipoles! It only picks up the radio dipoles which are oriented horizontally  
across the cortex so signal is a bit different. You get activity of the sulci of the brain and not the cortex. 

you can only pick up the tangential sources cause of the 
magnetic field. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Louis Émile Javal (late 19th century) 

− ‘naked eye’ observations  really just looking at someone’s eyes 

− Noticed that eye movements are not fluent while reading 

-> Alternation between ‘jumps’ (saccades) and ‘pauses’ (fixations 

• Edmund Huey (1908) 

− The Psychology and Pedagogy of Reading” 

− First mechanical eye movement recording 

Some kind of lens, with a hole for the pupil, some 

kind of device attached with a pointer that scrolled 

over a “drum” 

Small dots are the saccades, larger dots are fixations 

• Guy Thomas Buswel (1937) 

− First researcher to use reflection of light beams on the eye + recordings 

Modern eye trackers work in a very similar way 

• Alfred Yarbus (1950s 1960s) 

− System with camera’s and mirrors 

(in addition to eye suction cups, control for eyelid movements) 

− Eye tracking ‘breakthrough’ in the field 

6.2. Modern age eye tracking: how does work?  

You need 3 things 

1. Something were the pp can look at (screen) 

2. Someone to look at (a pp itself) 

3. A tracking devise 

Part of the eye tracking devise submits infra-red light (we can’t see 

that but it can be recorded so that’s good)(red). This light bounces of a 

6.1. A brief history of eye tracking 

6. Eye tracking 
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part of the eye (blue). The pp is looking at something, the angle in 

which light is reflected will differ. Camera records the reflection 

of(green) 

 
Reflection of the IR happens in the cornea. White 

dot on the eye = corneal reflection. PP looks up: 

dot is under pupil. PP looks down, dot (corneal 

reflection) is above pupil 

Dot (corneal reflection) moves in the opposite way the eyes are 
moving, if eye looks to the left, the corneal reflection moves to 
the right 

How does the computer analyze where the pp is looking? 

It always start with a Calibration procedure: pp has to look at (at least) 9 dots, covering all sides and 

corners of the screen. For every 9 positions the computer calculates the distance and angle between 

the center of the pupil and the center of the corneal reflection. The data of these 9 dots can be 

generalized to the whole screen so the computer knows where you look 

• High spatial resolution 

− Degrees of visual angle 

− 0.25°- 0.5° visual angle (specify) But there’s a lot more noise in practice (this kind of specific happens 
rarely) 

• High temporal resolution 1000Hz - 2000Hz, 1 or 2 per milliseconds 

•  You can choose Monocular (most used)(one eye recording) or binocular (in research of dyslexia) 

6.3. Types of eye trackers  

• 3 types of distance  

a. Distance between pp and eye tracker 

b. Distance between pp and what he’s looking at 

c. Distance between screen and eye tracker 

 one of these 3 should always be fixed for an experiment otherwise the pc can’t measure 

• categories 

a. Table mounted: head fixed (for really little stimulus)(distance between eyes of pp and pc is fixed so eye 
tracker itself can be moved around) 

b. Table mounted: head free (eye tracker below the screen) (eye tracker is fixed to pc screen so that distance 
is fixed) 

C. Head mounted (glasses): distance of eye tracker devise and pp is fixed. The environment can move around 
These 3 go from: 
 from the most accurate (1000-200Hz): less flexible 

to less accurate (50-500 Hz): more flexible (you can use these glasses everywhere) 

• Combination with other imaging techniques possible 

fMRI (difficult cause the pp has to lay down) 

EEG (person has to wear EEG cap) (eye movements are shown in the EEG data so when they move too much 
they can choose to remove that trail) 

6.4. Eye tracking measures                                                                                       

6.4.1  Output  

Yellow box= interest areas, you can 

determine yourself what the interest 

areas are of your research 

Word-level: box around each word. 

Size of the dots indicate how long the 
fixation lasts. 
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But if you’re only interested in the 

keyword, you just draw these boxes 

around keywords. Or just the 

sentences → multiple research areas 

Three general eye movements (fixations(50-600ms, saccades we make 4 per second (20-40ms)(so per second your 
160 ms blind cause brain can’t process movement of saccade), blink (takes 500ms) (shut their eyes))  

 

6.4.2 Quantitative measures  

• Timed measures 

− First fixation duration(how long) 

− Total reading time(how long if you 
count up all fixations) 

• Probabilistic measures 

− Skipping probability( we skip 1/3 word 

that we read) (mostly high frequent 

words, we process them in our 

periorbital vision, but we don’t fixate 

on them) 

− Regression probability (sometimes pp 

look back) 

• Other measures 
 

− Saccadic amplitude (how large the 

saccade is, difficult text, smaller 

saccades) 

− Number of regressions 

− Number of fixations 

− Pupil size(size dependent on cognitive effort, 
arousal) 

− Proportions (1 S vs another, which draws more 
attention, fixations, fixation time,...) 

− Path (1st –2nd –3d –... fixation) 
(on what do you fixate most) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

We can also make interest S in the sentences which we 
can then see with fMRI how long they fixated and what 
that did to the brain. 
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6.4.3 Qualitative representations  

6.5. Eye tracking paradigms  

• Overview: 

• You can have a very controlled experiment (head fixed) on the other hand you can give someone 

the glasses then there’s a very high face and extern validity and ecological valid = also less control 

 

6.5.1 Anti-saccade task  

• A cue is presented, afterwards there’s a target on the L or R side of 

the screen. If the cue is green, you have to make a saccade towards 

the target. If the cue is red, you have to make an anti-saccade 

towards the opposite direction of the stimuli 

• Used in research on inhibition (executive functions) 

This is measured: How much erroneous prosaccades are made in 

antisaccade trials? (cause we are prone to follow arrows but if it’s red we need to 

make an anti but if an arrow points towards something we want to follow the arrow 

automatically even though we need to make a different movement) 

• Research found: About 20% erroneous prosaccades (Mokler & 

Fischer, 1999) 

Of which on average 50% doesn’t notice that they did that! 

 Competition between voluntary antisaccade and involuntary prosaccade 
Nowadays for example used in research on psychiatric / Neurological disorders (see Munoz & Everling, 2004). 
Especially if there’s neural damage in the frontal part of the brain, then executive functions can be harmed. 
This is then a paradigm to see if these people have more trouble with inhibiting responses. 

6.5.2 Moving window paradigm  

• Used in research on visual attention 

• How much information can be processed simultaneously: the perceptual span 

• Text is masked except for gaze contingent = “visible box”  

Size of the box can be varied 

• How does the reading pattern change by varying the size of the visible box? 

E.g., saccadic amplitude, fixation duration, number of fixations, … 

• Reading has been used as the context to study interesting 

* is where the fixation is. Few characters before 

the fixation point and a few more behind. When 

pp moves his fixation point, the unmasked will 

move with that point = gaze continuity 

We can also make qualitive representations of what people looked at, 
these are called heat maps. You take an average of a certain condition 
or group of participants to see what they looked at. Can also be used for 
more qualitive research: asking pp why they looked so long at a certain 
place. 
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• Perceptual span in Western languages (L -> R): about 13-15 characters to the right; 3-4 to the left 

= asymmetric span (in Arabic languages this switches) 

(McConkie & Rayner, 1975; Rayner 1998) 

• Related paradigms 

i. Moving mask: 
 

 

ii. Invisible boundary 

 
one word will be replaced by a related or 

totally unrelated word or non-word. 

This change will happen, once the pp 

If the box is larger, we process more information (longer fixation duration), when it becomes too much, it flats out 
cause we can only read an amount of caractert 

Is reversed version of the moving window. 

Every time you look at something it’s blanked out 
 (point where you fixating is masked, tells us 
something about processing in peraforial 
vision (a bit further then the fixation point), 
how efficiently can we process things in the 
peraforial vision) 
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crossed a certain border. During the period you make the next saccade. When you do a 

saccade, you’re temporarily blanked. You won’t consciously notice the change (mostly). 

This does influence your reading process. When it’s replaced with a non-relevant or non 

word: you will slow down. This will be less when it’s a semantic related word. When 

there’s an effect this means that the word has been processed in the peraforial 

vision) 

6.5.3 Change detection  

• Paradigm in domain of visual attention (e.g., McConkie & Currie,1996; Rensink, 2002 

• Participants have to look at a scene and detect what is changing in the scene by looking at its 

position for a certain amount of time (e.g., 1s). 

How much time do they need to detect the change? 

• Original paradigm: induce changes during saccades 

− “Blindness” during 40ms, 3-4 times per second 

− Participants indeed wouldn’t notice these changes for quite a long time (were temporarily blind to 
change when we have saccades) 

• New paradigm: flash when change is induced 

The flash ‘Simulate’ the temporal blindness of a saccade 

• Also in the new change detection paradigm, participants were often blind to the changes 

Inspection of the images up to 1min without detecting the changes! 

• Important illustration of a constraint due to selective attention we do not perceive everything 

that is going on in our direct environment 

6.5.4 Visual World paradigm  

• Paradigm used in auditory perception 

• What is the proportion of fixations on each objects? 

On the screen you have different objects, 

pp look at it and need to follow some kind 

of instruction 

“The boy will moves the cake” 

PP have to press a button if this sentence 

applies to the scene 

“the boy will eats the cake” 

• Listeners can predict upcoming information from previous information / context 

If you compare the data from “the boy moves the cake (A)” and “the boy eats the cake (B)” 

Black lines: cake is present, white lines: cake wasn’t present, dots: 
ones were the verb was need, squares: ones were verb was move 

The moment that the verb has been pronunciation, 

there is already a large difference in proportions of 

fixations towards the cake and other objects. So 

listeners can predict upcoming info based on the 

context or previous information 

3vertical lines: indicates the time the verb was finished 

to be pronounced by the recording 

Once the word “cake” is mentioned pp will look more 

at the cake 

If the verb was eat, pp would look a lot more to the 

cake than the other objects (semantically related, but 

at some point can predict the upcoming info) 
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6.5.5 Scene perception  

• Paradigm used in field of visual attention and action control : Where do we look at in a scene? 

(e.g., Yarbus, 1967, Henderson & Ferreira, 2013) 

− Are eye movements random? Or mainly driven by bottom up 

processes? 

− Variable of interest: fixation locations 

• Fixation locations differ when the pp are asked different things 

a. Just look at the painting: B-U (they look most to the faces) 

b. “how old are the people on the painting”: pp look more at the 

face (heavy T-D influence) 

c. “what kind of clothes does the people in the painting wear?” 

looking more at the clothes 

• Where we look at in a scene and 

how the eye movement pattern 

is arranged Dependent on 

instructions/nature of 

action/task you’re executing 

6.5.6 Natural reading  

• Paradigm for example used in written language comprehension and more specifically visual word 

recognition 

Participants simply read what is presented to them (e.g., Cop, Drieghe, &Duyck, 2015) 

• What does the reading pattern look like? 
Multitude of possible independent variables that you can look at E.g., language, word length, word frequency, 
predictability (if unexpected, you read it slower, if predictable, you read faster, etc. 
Dependent variables : number of fixations, fixation durations, regressions, saccades,... 

• Output: 

 
Informative of word recognition processes:  if words have Shorter first fixation / or have more skipping (high 
frequency words have these) , this is because the words have 
 Faster lexical access, the word can already be processed a bit in peripheral view without fixation 

• Shorter total reading time / less regressions in text with high frequency short words  

 Easier integration of the word in sentence/ context, easily understood 

• Example: word frequency effect  

high frequency words are read faster than low frequency words 

x= low to high frequency 

y= fixation duration 
Low efficient left, high efficient on the right 

Word frequent effect is smaller for high efficient readers -> driven by a 

better knowledge and shorter fixation times for low frequency -> cause 

they encounter the low freq words more and are more used to them, getting better at a 

language means knowing more low freq words and you become better at reading them 

But the gain is not that big for high freq words 
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6.5.7 Natural environment (mostly eye tracking glasses)  

• Participants perform actions as they occur in daily life (mobile tracking device, less accurate) 

• Widely applicable paradigm for many research purposes 

− Shopper research (create fake shopping center) (e.g., Wästlund et al., 2015) 

− Does the arrangement of groceries / lighting / price / location / ... influence shopping 

behavior? (how to optimize your grocery store placement) 

-French music -> people look more at French wine 

- bright lightning -> people look more at vegetable bc they look fresh 

− Fixation location and duration are of interest (bottom or top shelves are not really paid attention to so the 
more expensive products are put in the middle) 

• Widely applicable paradigm for many research purposes 
Alertness while driving and calling handsfree (both hands on the wheel (Desmet &Diependaele, 2017) Paid a 
lot less attention to traffic marks and other cars, their speed when they are calling 
They did pay more attention to the road, but that’s not always informative enough to drive safely 

Data programming 
Software exist so that you can do it in a builder where you can even have eye movements as triggers 
You can also code yourself in psychopy 
Data collection 
You can buy programs that will collect this for you 
You can see how long pp spend on a word and determine yourself why that was (for a saccade,…) 
Data analysis 
Up to you! Depends on: 1. Research question, 2. Eye tracking variables of interest, 2a. quantitative vs qualitative 2b. 
timed/probabilistic, 3. Personal preference for software package, 4. Current state-of-the-art analytical technique,… 

6.6. Downside  

• Expensive (most develop their own software = $$$) 

• Mobile devices are less accurate 

• Participants with glasses or lenses often can’t participate (cause an extra lens disturbs the infrared 
more) Cut off around +/ 3 diopters of glass value 

• Very time consuming (1 participant at a time) 

• Many sources of ‘noise’ 

− Head movements-> important to recalculate 

− Make up (the eye tracker determines what the pupil is by looking at the darkest part of the face, if there’s 
make up, he will sometimes think this is the darkest thing) 

− Eye tracking device determines where the darkest part in the face is (mostly the pupil), 

but when pp have really thick eyebrows/eyelashes -> computer has difficulties 

distinguishing which is the pupil and other parts of the eye 

− Shape/color of glasses (if black = bad) 

− Eye conditions (e.g., astigmatism(eyes isn’t completely round, it’s a bit flattened at the top 

and bottom): bad reflection of the IR light), nystagmus: eyes always drift of, eyes 

automatically drift of to the left or the right)  
 

6.7. The upside  

• Eye tracking is a widely applicable technique 

Can be used in many fields of social sciences (and beyond) 

• Eye tracking data is (often) easy interpretable 

Dozens of dependent measures can be studied 

Converging evidence to get the bigger picture on the nature of the effect, so like do an extra behavior task 

• Suitable for paradigms that (closely) resemble daily life situations (ecologically valid research) 
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• Brain activity -> functional MRI images -> (pre)processed results -> 1st level (per subject) 2nd 

level (group level) analyses -> interpreting the data 

• First images technique: X-rays. Discover by 

accident. X-rays can penetrate skull. You can hardly 

see any structure (can’t see the brain). But you 

can see fractures in the skull. 

• After this another technique was develop: 

Pneumoencephalography 

They drained the cerebellum spinal fluence (CSF) and 

in the spinal cord they inserted a “bubble” of air and 

leaded it all the way up to the brain. With the use of X- 

rays they could see where the bubble of air was going. 

In this way they could detect a tumor. It went to 

infarcts but couldn’t go through tumors. This is a 

painful technique with lots of side-effects. 

• Computed (axial) tomography scan (CT) 

This can capture the structure of the brain. It uses a 

big ring around the head and takes images from all 

angles of the brain. Afterwards all these images are 

put into 1 image. Used for mostly scanning infarcts 

and tumors. 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 
• CT scans can measure the structure, but how can we look at the function of the brain? 

− A third technique is called Positron emission tomography (PET) 

Positron emission: Measuring radioactive decay with radioactive labelers. To look at the 

metabolism of the brain. 

In the bloodstream you have a molecule inserted (glucose combined with 

some radioactivity). When the certain region of the brain is active this will 

use the glucose, the tracer will go to the region that’s active. The glucose 

and radioactivity will be broken down, this will submit gamma rays. These 

can be measured and picked up. 

At the picture you can see the brain from someone who’s resting (at the 

top). The left you see the pp doing something. 

− Is an expensive method. And it’s not without risks  cons 

− You can hatch this radioactive material to dopamine in the brain to see where this is located in the brain 
and being used (Parkinson disease) 

7.2. Some terminology…  

7.1. Before we begin… 

7. fMRI basics 

You need to know these terms. In 
further pages they will be 
explained normally. 

Another technique: Diffusion weighted imaging used to look at the 
white matter in the brain. Based on the principle that we can image 
the movement of water molecules. When water molecules are in a 
restricted environment, they have to follow a certain path. In white 
matter they move mostly along the tracks. They move faster when 
going along a track. (on picture left) are all things that can influence 
movement of water molecules. 
We can model a lot of pathways in the brain, the development, 
infracts, brain damage. 

fMRI has become a popular measure of brain activity, only over the last 20 
years, cheaper, less invasive then PET and used for multiple research 
questions. 
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You can acquire the images in different views 

The axial view: top of the head, goes along with the main axe of the 

body. 

The coronal view: frontal view, “crown” view, kings were painted from 

the front so they could show the crown. 

Sagittal view: view from the side, the Sagittarius is always painted from 

the side 

 

7.3. How does it work?                                                                                               

7.3.1. How does the scanner work?  

• One of the most complex neuroscience 

techniques 

• Two ingredients: 

− Electromagnetic fields 

− Earth = 25 to 65 micro Tesla (μT) 

o Scanner = 1.5 to 7 tesla (= 1.500.000 to 7.000000 μT) 

• Electromagnetic (radio frequency) waves 

• The MRI scanner has three components 

1. Magnet 

2. Radio frequency coil (RF coil) 

3. Gradient coils (important to find the spatial 

location) 

• So what’s all this other stuff then? 

− Mostly cooling for the scanner 
o The scanner uses an enormous amount of 

Energy so that no other rays can interfere 
-> heats up: all would melt without the helium 

A.  Magnet  

• Very very long coil of wire: 

− Superconductive (almost no resistance, because it’s cooled down) 

− Current passes through 

 this creates a magnetic field 

• The magnet’s main function: 

− Magnetic field lines pass through bore of the scanner (scanner is donut shaped, the hole in 

the middle = the bore) 

The pp in the scanner and the magnetic field would go from head to toe or from toe to head. 
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B. Radio frequency coil 

The direction is the B0 direction: if you would draw this in a diagram, the B0 would go 

upwards 

- this field attracts ferromagnetic materials 
- It also effects molecules... 

• The Magnet’s main function: 

The body contains about 60-70% 

water (H2O). The hydergine 

molecules have 1 proton and one electron. These protons act as little dipoles/ 

little magnets(with a north and south pole). In the scanner (magnetic field), all 

protons line up with the B0 direction. Without the magnet they move randomly. 

Not all proton’s will line up the same way, some are the other way around, but 

we won’t talk about them. 

• The magnet’s main effect: 

− Atoms with an uneven number of protons act as dipoles (like little 

magnets, with poles) 

− Main magnetic field direction = all protons line up with the 

B0 direction 

 

• The “antenna” of the MRI system: 

− Transmitting and detecting radiofrequency waves 

− Reason why scanners are placed in Faraday cages (so no other radio waves disrupt the signal)(name for the 
box) 

• T1 time 

− Protons have an alignment and a spin (speed of the spin is related to the strength of the 
magnetic field) 

The protons has 2 movements 

a. The rotation from 90° and back (T1) 

b. Spinning around the B0 direction 

− Radio frequency energy is being put in that matches the speed at which the proton spins 
(Larmor frequency: e.g., 3T = 127.7Mhz) 

 
Image B: All the protons are lined up in the 

same direction. When this happens, a 

radioactive pulse will be submitted at 90°. 

All the protons will rotate (C). Now the 

protons are in their high energy state (and 

they want to go back to the aligned state) 

so they will stay here as long as the pulse 

lasts and then go back to preferred 

position. 

When the pulse stops, the protons will line up with the magnetic field back to the B0 

direction = relaxation phase. We will time how long this takes, cause the time it 

takes for these proton’s to move back, is dependent on the tissue they’re in. 

• This time to get back in alignment with its surroundings (or “the lattice”) is called the T1 time or 
spin-lattice relaxation time 
We’re measuring the time from when the protons are turned 90° to when they’re back to B0 
direction. 
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This differs in different tissue types. In CSF this takes a long time (2.4 seconds),but in grey and 
white matter this takes a little less time. Because it takes less time, we can tell from the timing 
which type is at that spot. 

 

 

 

Some protons start spinning a little earlier, 

some a little later, so after the 

90°pulse(when they spin the same), they 

start spreading out or dephasing (losing of 

phase alignment) -> the signal loses its 

“coherence” (they slowly move out of 

face with each other) 

The time it takes to dephase is called T2 time or spin-spin relaxation time. Protons are losing 

alinement (you get a weaker signal). This also depends on the tissue type. T2 time go’s much 

quicker to measure then the T1 time. 

Little animation: yellow arrow rotating, starts very big, but it loses signal after some time and you 

see some more and smaller arrows in different directions. 

T1 vs T2: 

T1 how long does it take the protons to go back into the 

preferred B0 direction (left)(goes much faster in a fatty 

substance) 

T2: picture on the right. First all the protons are “bundled” 

together, but then they spread out 
 

 
On the left T1 image. Really high resolution, you can see the structure very 

clear. 

T2 on the right, fluids in white. Less clear difference between white-grey 

matter 

RECAPTURE 

The relaxation back into alignment with the 

magnetic field emits 

energy that can be measured: 

− T1 time: how fast do nuclei align with the 

main magnetic field (slow, longitudinal 

relaxation) 

− T2 time: how soon do nuclei fall out of phase and release energy (fast, transverse 

relaxation) (the speed of the spinning) 

− We either make a T1 image or T2 image, both cannot be  

made in the same session 

 

 

 

 

➔ How much time it takes for the protons to 
move back to their preferred positions in 
different cells, this is called T1 time 
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A. Spin echo (can also move protons back into phase)  

We’re interested in the functional 

structure. 

180° freq pulse rotation: flip the protons around, 

there not going apart when they’re back 

together (in phase, high signal) 

 
Echo time: timing which we think the signal is at its largest 

If the proton align perfectly again, you would expect that this 

signal (180°) would be as large as the first time (90°). That’s not 

the case. Signal is less strong. Cause it’s less distorted by 

microscopic. It takes longer to collect this. 

At the echo time (the time we’re measuring) not all of the 

protons are back in phase. This is due 

to some microscopic distortion. 

B. Gradiënt echo  

Instead of applying the 90° ray of frequency pulse, you apply a 
gradient echo. The protons that are spinning a little faster at 
the beginning, will now start to spin a little bit slower. And the 
other way around. At one point the protons will align again, 
which will make the signal strength strong again 
A rephasing gradient is applied (opposite in polarity to the 
dephasing gradient)(which makes them move back into phase). 
This reverses the phase shifts induced by the dephasing gradient. 
At the echo time (time from first RF pulse to time you collect the 
signal again) This signal is quite small compared to the spin echo. 
This is a good thing. It takes a while for the 180°, gradient is 

much quicker. No distortions. If protons are in phase again we expect same signal strength. The 
difference is cause there are little microscopic distortions in the field. Time it takes from 
radiofrequency pulse to that we measure again is called the T2*. This is the difference in signal 
strength the first time they were aligned and the second time. TR is the repetition time and this 
is the time between two RF pulses. In one TR the full head scan is required. 

 

C. Where can these little microscopic distortions (that affect the rephasing of protons 
come from?  

− Iron atoms can distort the magnetic field… 

− Iron has slightly different magnetic properties depending or not whether it is 
bound (OxyHb) or unbound (DeoxyHb) to oxygen 
When hemoglobin is carrying oxygen, this create a slightly different field 

• BOLD signal (Blood-Oxygenation Level-Dependent signal) 

− The reason some protons don’t make it back: if the blood is deoxygenated this creates 

differences in the magnetic field and the protons are affected. 

− The BOLD signal takes advantage of the difference in T2* between oxygenated and 
deoxygenated hemoglobin 

T2*: difference between the 2 signal peeks. If there weren’t any distortions, the 2 peak 

would be the same 
DeOxyHb: decrease in signal; OxyHb: increase in signal (weak field inhomogeneities = magnetic field less 
distorted so stronger signal) 

So you apply first a 90 degree freq 
pulse, then we apply an extra (180°) 
freq pulse which makes these 
protons flip which makes them move 
into phase again in the opposite 
direction. 
 
So gradient echo is collected faster 
but with more distributions, spin 
echo is collected slower but with less 
distortions. Both are used for fMRI 
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− Different brain states are associated with regional changes in the brain’s oxygen utilization 

 
• Neurovascular coupling: 

− Lineaire relationship between local neural activity and 
subsequent changes in cerebral blood flow 

− We’re not measuring neuron activity directly. We measure 

change in blood flow towards the region in the brain 
that’s active (smaller distance in the T2*) 

− What we’re measuring is more the input than the output to 
the neurons  

 

• Hemodynamic Response Function: 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Right: above you see the neurons who’re firing, at the bottom graph: it follows the same 

pattern as the neurons 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
You can change the field of view and for the smaller area it will then be a higher resolution. You can also 
increase the time of TR. Then you can have high resolution picture of the brain but this will create more 
noise in your system. 

D. How do we get T1 and T2 from different places?  

• The Larmor frequency is determined by the strength of the local magnetic field 
• 63.9 MHz at 1.5 Tesla 
• 127.7 Mhz at 3 Tesla 

• (!) If the strength of the magnetic field can be varied across locations, the spins 
will vary with it and different RF sensitivities can be expected 

• Gradient magnets: 

T1 depends on type of the tissue they’re in. 

 

Left: graph of the neuronal activity at time .1 seconds you have a spike 
in neuronal activity. The graph underneath. An increase in signal. Big 
time delay between the neuronal activity and peak of blood flow (left 
under picture is called hemodynamic resp function). Poor temporal 
resolution (4 seconds delay between the two), after the peak, it goes 
back down and after 20 seconds the blood activity level is normal again. 
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− Creates yet different varying magnetic fields: 
• X – from left to right 
• Y – from top to bottom 
• Z – from head to toe 

gradient coil x and it works from left to right. 
Left gradient coil: magnetic field is a little bit 
weaker than on the right. What happens: 
proton on the left spins slower and the 
protons on the right spin faster. 
You can do this also in the Y-ax: protons on 
the top faster, at the bottom slower. 
Similar at the Z direction. 
Because you can create slightly differences in 
the field, you can have different magnetic 
fields properties at different locations in the 
brain. The pulse you put in needs to match 

the frequency of the spins (affects only protons that are spinning in the same direction) 

• Gradiënt echoplanar image (EPI)  

Low resolution 
This is how fMRI looks, it’s not as high resolution as structural images, cause we often measure 
with a lower resolution cause we’re dependent on the blood vessels. You need to make some 
sacrifices to control signal to noise ratio or if you want to cover the whole brain or not. 
 

Pulse Sequences 

− Complex programmed patterns of putting in RF, 

adjusting the magnetic fields (with the gradients!), 

measuring the RF back 

− Different sorts of pulse sequences allow for the spatial 

localization 

− Pulse sequences determine the movements of the 

gradients (and the sounds) 
 

RECAPTURE: 

− Magnetic field aligns H20 protons in direction with B0 

− An RF signal consistent with the Larmor frequency is sent 

− The 90° pulse causes them to deflect 

− Next, RF activity is measured: 

T1 time: time to relax back in alignment with the B0 

T2 time: time it takes to diphase, lose coherence 

-> both are tissue-dependent! 

− A gradient echo pulse causes the reverses the phase shift of the protons 

• T2* is the component that does not 

refocus: little microscopic distortions 

of the magnetic field that remain after 

the pulse, dependent on the level of 

oxygen in the blood 

 Using various pulse sequences that orchestrate the gradient coils (who vary the magnetic field 
and hence the specific Larmor frequency) we can measure location specific activations 
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7.4.1. Design 

7.4. Designing and analyzing fMRI 

so we go from a stimilus, we want to induse a certain state, 
so we show maybe emotional S to pp, we expect some 
neural activity in limbic areas. Cause of these active 
neurons, there will be a blood response (more 
oxygen/glucose). Relationship between neuronal spiking 
and blood response is called neurovascular coupling. Shape 
of blood response is hemodynamic response. Short 
undershoot cause it uses oxygen available, then a short rise 
in blood levels, after 6 seconds it returns to baseline. We 

detect this response with a scanner, it picks up multiple BOLD signals. Strength of this is an arbitrary number 
cause it depends on the different parameter settings,…  

 
 

Do people response similar to famous faces compared to non-familiar? You 

have a brain area, fusiform gyrus that responds to faces. Does it gives a 

stronger signal by famous people compared to unfamous people? You 

measure the BOLD response.  

You can measure the BOLD response in 2 different ways: Blocked VS Event 

related design 

Blocked: pp have 1 condition from a certain 

block. Couple of non-famous faces and then a 

couple of famous faces and then again couple of 

non-famous… 

Event Related: random order of these famous 

and non-famous faces. Creates unpredictable 

sequence 

A. Fourier transformed power spectra   
With fMRI experiment we want to measure some type of behavior but also induce certain state and see what brain 
is doing. We want to see if a region reacts differently for famous faces vs no famous faces. 

What would be best when we look at the brain response. 

1. Hemodynamic response 

Since we know that the hemodynamic response 

function is slow, it has a delay from about 5s. It’s 

probably the best not to have very different events 

rapidly after each other. 

HRF favors designs with power at low temporal 
 
 
     If we have really fast trail variations, the power of the signal will be less strong. So we 
     need more time in between S cause after 20 seconds we have the best power. Before 
     that bold signals might not have returned to a normal level. 
 
 

 
 
 
 

frequencies 
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2. Intrinsic noise (resting state) 

Resting state 

Heart rate/movement 

Highest noise happens at the low frequency 

There is also increasing power in at low frequencies in noise 

After 20 seconds we also have the most noise from the heart,… , these noise 
variations are the strongest if you have long design, so we need a trait of: 

3. Hemodynamic response: vs. Intrinsic noise (resting state): 

Is fMRI stuck: greatest signal at the same 

time we have the most noise? 
 

 
 
 
 

• Design: 

Compromise:1 condition every 20-30 sec 
strongest power/signal and a recent 
level of noise; good Signal to noise ratio, 
so this vouches for a: 
 Block design 

So in block design : show lot of famous faces after each 

other, event related design shows variation from 

famous to non-famous faces after each other  

Behavioral study, you would go with an event related 

design, because there is less inhabitation. However, this 

has a lower signal & higher noise 

 

After a while in block design your S becomes habituated so watch out 

with that 
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• Sustained attention response task (go no-go task) 

Only when the X is presented on the screen, you have to tap. 

Second line bit more difficult than the first line (more harder 

to inhibit, you get the brains response you want to measure)  

We can’t do this experiment with blocks of 20 seconds cause 

you want to measure inhibition and attention if presented 

short after each other so depending on your research 

question you’ll use other designs. 

Sometimes you can’t use this event related 

When you want a psychological state, you can’t change every 3 seconds, because then the 

emotion isn’t very deep (better suited for block design) 

 
Red= pictures 

Green= words 

Greater response for the words: region that reacts more to 

words. (HRF) 

Purple= sum (15 seconds apart, no overlap) 

 
• Overlap and deconvolution 

- Due to the slow hemodynamic response, the signal in 

one trial can be influenced the next 

by the previous event at short ITIs (overlap) 

- Can be reduced by using randomized sequences and ITIs, so that overlap does 

not systematically differ for conditions (deconvolution) There are some steps 

you can take to deconvolute the signal 

- Less powerful 

Purple, last peek you can’t say if that’s a response for the green or yellow S 

seek the ones that suits you research question the best 

 
 
 

 
• For analysis, either define parameters (condition/timing) a-priori, or extract from logfile post-hoc, scanner is 

expensive so pilot it outside of scanner first and if you get good results do it in a scanner 

7.4.2. Data acquisition  

A) Localizer scan (some seconds): Only a couple of pictures. Low resolution To localize the head. So you can 
set/locate the field you’re interested in 

B) Anatomical scan (~5 minutes): One high-resolution T1 image, aligned on localizer scan, to see how the brain 
looks anatomically 

C) Functional scans (X times run-time): One T2* volume per repetition time (TR), you can choose how many slices 
you want to have. This is taken after B scan. 
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• Data acquisition 

− Functional scans defined by: TR, number of slices (depends on the following 

things:), slice thickness, gap, in-plane resolution, voxel size 

Longer TR, you can have more and thinner slices. But it takes longer to acquire the 

image + more noise 

 

− High-resolution functional scans for small areas are possible (e.g. brainstem nuclei) 

However, often at the cost of brain-coverage! 

− Standard voxel: 3 x 3 x 3 mm 

− High-resolution voxel: e.g. 1 x 1 x 1 mm 

− We can’t go infinitely small cause the blood vessels are also not infinitely small and in some places bigger 
then others so than taken smaller voxels doesn’t make sense 

 
 

7.4.3. Data analysis  

1) Realignment 

2) Slice-time correction 

3) Coregistration 

4) Normalization 

5)Smoothing 

(most of it done in a software) 
 
 

1. Realignment: overlay all functional scans  

• For the analysis it is essential that each voxel is in the same location across all scans 

• No one can lie absolutely still, that’s why all images have to be aligned post-hoc 

• But still, the smaller the movement, the better the data! 

2. Slice-time correction  

• Slice-time correction: “as if all were acquired at the same time” 

• Interleaved slice order to avoid influences from previous slice acquisition (skip one) 

• Within one TR we take different slices in the head, but if the time it takes between slices  from the first to the 
last takes 2 seconds, some things could have moved a bit, or the bold response could also be different, what is 
mostly done about is, is taking the slices in random (not random but not in order so you have per picture a 
completely different region of the brain) order so we can see the influences that happen in those two 
seconds, so we can correct for the time it takes between slices. 

3. Co-registration: overlay anatomical on functional scans   

You can overlay 

your functional 

image with your 

anatomical image 
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8.1. fMRI data structure 

8. fMRI analyses 

cause then we 

can exactly say 

which region the 

activity gives. 

But there is a time difference so they might not be in the same alignment with each other. So Co-register those so the 
functional image are in line with the structural (anatomical) ones 

4. Normalization:  

• Transform anatomical scan to match template brain 

Coordinates you want to examined can be different from 

person to person. Cause everyone has a bit of a different 

brain. We have to normalize the brains to get the same 

structure so things happen in the same place by 

everyone. Normalization is using the average based 

templates. 

Average based templates= brain average from 100 healthy subject. 

5. Smoothing:  

• Blurring the picture. If you have some noise in you voxel and you average this, you can average 

out your noise. (trade-off) 

• Reduces uncorrelated noise across voxels 

• The wider the smoothing, the more neighboring voxels are considered, if we take too many neighboring 

voxels, the more influence of other brain regions will be represented so watch out for this, you can for 
example take more from the visual cortex cause that’s a big area. 

• The resulting “blurry” picture is less sensitive to anatomical differences between subjects 

7.4.4. Ingredients for analysis  

• What is the best design for my research question?  

 Taking into account limitations of BOLD response (RSE)(it has a delay) 

• Analysis unit: each voxel of the brain 

• Shape assumption: The neural response is assumed to have a specific shape – the hemodynamic 

response function (HRF) 

• Amplitude may vary as a function of the experimental condition (e.g., famous vs. non-famous) 

• Can we measured based on regional changes in oxygen utilization (BOLD)(block or event design) 
 

• 1 volume (image) = -100,000 voxels 

2 key features of each voxel 

a. Spatial location (X, Y, Z coordinates) 

b. Signal intensity (no meaning to absolute number, these are chosen arbitrarily) 

• Time series = signal intensity in a single voxel across volumes/time 

We get these volumes ± every 2 seconds (BOLD signal 

in this voxel) 

Image one has a intensity of 42, image 2 has an 

intensity of 30 at the second time point and the third 
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image has an intensity of 48 

Repetition time is the time needed to get the next 

volume 

Time series of data of voxels, time series is used to gather data to 
then build a statistical model to try and explain 

 

 

8.2. First level analyses (input&output)  

• First level= single subject model 

Mass-univariate model= each voxel is modelled separately and independently (regression approach)(we try 
and predict the time series for each voxel independently) 

− You take one voxel and take the time series of it 

− Then you go to the next voxel and do the same 

− … 

Main output= one beta weight for each regressor in the model, number on how well it predicts the data 

 
 

• FIRST LEVEL  
 

Formula for the beta weight. 

General linear model 

 

   This is the same as all regression model

 
 
 

 

• Repetition: convolution 

− fMRI doesn’t measure neuro activity directly 

− BOLD contrast (Blood Oxygenation Level Dependent) = ratio of oxygenated to 

deoxygenated hemoglobin 

− HRF (with fmri we measure the Hemodynamic Response Function) = 

typical shape of BOLD signal after neuronal activity. Much slower than 

neural events. 

− Convolution = averaging of two functions across time 
 

You have an experiment with 3 images and you want to determine which parts of 

the brain are active when this image is shown. This will be a really short neuron 

event (300 ms) (the 3 red arrows). This is a bad representation of the BOLD signal 

(BOLD looks more like the blue graph (20-30s) 

So we convolve what we think is going on in the neuron + the HRF and then 

we got a much better prediction 

• Building a model: EXAMPLE 

− Each of these predictors get beta weight. 

 Model of the true signal = linear sum of all predictors, multiplied by their 
respective beta weights. 
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X1 = constant signal (this is always 

concluded) 

X2 = present human faces 

X3 = present houses 

This are the 3 events that are happening at a 

specific time points. 
 

Why the constant signal? Because fMRI op zich is useless, you have to scale it by estimating 

the mean signal. Then you can compare the different signals 

The lines are representing what it should look like, if the voxel perfectly captures the face or 

house (assumption) (purple line shows that that voxel is most predictive for faces) 

You summarize the 3 lines and then you get a prediction 

In real life it looks more like the black line 

and deviate from the actual data (noise) 

The deviation is the error 

 
• Models and errors 

− For every point in time: 

Y(t) - X x β(t) = E(t) 

signal(t) − model(t)= error(t) 

− Errors= whatever our model can’t explain 

− Same data, but rotated: 

(black is low activity and white is high activity) 

Brown= error 

 
• General Linear Model (GLM) 

− GLM solves this equation 

▪ What we know: 

Y: collected data 

X: design matrix 

▪ What we want to find: 

b: vector of beta-weights that give the best approximation of the BOLD signal 

▪ How we find it: 

By minimizing the sum of squared errors 

In practice, the GLM has a formula that finds these beta-weights 

 
y : measured single voxel time course for n voxels 

b0 : constant signal baseline) 

b :weights associated with each predictor 

X : predictor time courses (convolved with HRF) for 

p predictor

e : residual variance (error term) 
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Reformulating because there are a lot of Y’s 

and X’s, you put the beta weights 

together and the model regressors and 

errors, this is then called a design 

matrix: you have all the predictions in 

the design matrix, constant term and an 

extra column for every extra predictor, 

That’s how you get from the formula to 

the design matrix 

(only faces) 

− The GLM at the first-level in fMRI analysis: 

 
Adding a second regressor (in our case we have two regressors, one 
for faces, one for houses we want to measure in one specific voxel) 

Add an extra column to the design (extra predictor) + 

adding an extra beta 

 
(faces and houses) 

 

 
a Effects of interest: 

− each individual condition (X 1 , X 2 

− a ‘constant’ predictor ( X 0) 

 
b Effects of no interest (confounds) (they need to be put in separately in the design matrix in another 
column so you capture as much variance as you can, so you also get the nuisance out of the data) 

− each physiological confounds (head movement) 

− each psychological confounds (stress, attention) 

• Design matrix (another reformulation) 

Each line is a single volume (306)(306 

individual type ons) 

Each column is a regressor (predictor) 

Effects of interest 

− Faces 

Why 3 face predictors/columns? 

1. When the stimulus was presented(face) 

2. Temporal derivatives 

3. Dispersion derivatives 

When we convolve our onsets with the 

HRF. The assumption is that the 

response is identical across all parts of 

the brain. Is a strong assumption 

To capture some of the variance and how voxels responds differently to the same S, the derivatives 

allows the HR to have different onset (temporal) and sharp/broad (dispersion) this is the same 

for all three 

− Houses 
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− Trees 

Effects of non-interest 

− Head movement 

Head can move in 6 different directions, so we get 6 regressors 

− Constant 

Output: 

One beta weight per column per voxel (one beta value per column) 

Beta maps= all betas for a single predictor across the whole brain (red) 

• Beta maps 

Fitting a GLM will produce a beta image for every estimated 

regressor 

3D image of beta values (vs baseline) 

Express strength of the effect in each voxel 

Beta images are used to compute contrast 

Image: all lighter regions have a higher weight than the darkest 

regions. These voxels are better captured by a face regressor 

 
But there will also be areas in the brain that are active, but not specifically for the face, they are 

just activated for the most of the time (if the pp needs to press a button, there will be motor 

activity. Motor cortex is not a face related region in the rain.) 

• Contrasts (to get the right activity for the effect you’re researching) 

− Statistical tests performed on beta estimates 

− Performed at both first level (within subject) and second level (group) 

t-contrast 

Subject 1: face 

Subject 2: house 

Subtract those 2. See if the difference between the 2 

images is significantly different 

Pp need to press a button in both conditions (this will 

subtract out to 0), so here you see the voxels 

activated for the faces. 

F-contrast between faces, houses and trees. 

You’re going to get any region that shows any 

difference between any of these 2 

This is really general, doesn’t matter if houses is 

stronger than faces, you just want to see if it’s different, you can’t 
say anything about directional or not 

8.3. Second level analyses  

• Second level analysis tests the experimental hypothesis in a group of 

subjects 

• This is called a Random Effect analysis (RFX): 

− Using a GLM 

− We compare the effect at the group level to the between subject 

variability. 

− We look for a consistent effect across subjects, on which we can 

draw conclusion on the population. 

− Is the opposite of fixed effect analysis. Assumes that the effect 

= Directed contrast 
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that you’re looking for (face selectivity) is basically the same for 

each pp. you have to estimate the main effect and then you will know whether this effect 

exists in your sample. Problem: can’t generalize beyond the sample 

− Assumption of RFX is that the effects are different for each pp. some pp will have really small 

effects, other strong, some late some 

 the effect size for each pp is drawn from a random distribution (specific mean and width) 

• Moving from first level to second 

 
6 pp, beta map for each pp 

Regressor 

Red dots=data 

Green= model 

You measure 1 voxel and that’s the Y 
You measure the mean per person and have 
one row per person 

X= face 

X= house –> design matrix 

Specific beta weight associated with 

the matrix 

Contrast: where is beta stronger 

for faces than it is for houses 

 
Contrast on the first level: 

(house beta – face beta) 

On the second level: Then you 

do a t-test and say where 

does this differ from 0. You 

just ask where this beta is 

significantly higher than 0  

 
Contrast on the second level 

(second technique): keep the 

separate face and house maps 

for each pp, put them in the 

second level and compute 

them here.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

8.3.1. T-test analyses  

For example, you have already computed the 

contrast on the first level, you only need to 

understand whether specific contrast/beta 

value is higher than 0 

Table: significance label for every blob separately. Most of these are Smaller than 0.05. You get a glass brain where the whole 
brain is transparent and you can see the blobs in all directions. 
You can’t bonforony your p-values cause then you would assume that every single test you preform is independent. This is not 
the case, 2 voxels can be aligned with the same blood vessel so they are correlated. They are ways to deal with that and they 
make more realistic assumptions (and p-values) and so they can correlate between voxels. 
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Same experiment twice: 

Two sample test is to look at different groups for example 
patients and normo’s. 

 
 
 

8.3.2. Factorial design  

• 2 by 2 ANOVA design (looking at main effects) 

 
Every cell will have a different beta map 

Blue: does these 2 beta maps differ from each other 

irrespective if the stimulus is novel 

Red: does these 2 beta maps differ from each other 

irrespective if the stimulus is rewarded 
 

• Second level analyses 

The multiple comparison problem 

Cumulative alfa level is much higher than for a first level analysis. 
The GLM approach is a mass-univariate approach. 
thousands of tests are performed (~ 100,000). 
For n > 1 tests, cumulative α> single-test α. 
 High chance of false positive findings 
 need to adjust the single-test α to control cumulative α ( algorithms for controlling 

alfa level False Discovery Rate FDR, Family Wise Error Rate FWE). 

8.4. Region-of-interest (ROI) approach  

• What is ROI analysis? 

Selecting a cluster of voxels (or a brain region) to 

specifically examine for effects. 

• Why do ROI analyses? 

1. For statistical control by pre selecting, you can 

reduce the amount of corrections (correct only for 

the number of ROIs, not the whole brain). You 

You’re also going to ask where the regions for 
novelty are bigger than those for reward (A1 + 
B1) – (A2 + B2), this shows you main effect of 
novelty, for the rest this can be done too. 
This program will also give you the interactions 
between everything 
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A. Anatomical ROIs 

8.4.1. ROI types 

reduce multiple comparison problem(for example 

from 100 000 tests to 3) 

2. For functional specification to see if a specific 

region plays a role in other manipulations. 
 
 
 

 

3 types: 

a. Individual: best type, but most time 

consuming. Take individual structural image 

of each pp, you go through every slice that 

you acquire. Then you draw (by hand) 

around the area you’re interested in. 

Most used in clinical setting with 

patients with lesions, different structure 

brains. 

b. Literature: take the coordinate you 

read about and say that a cm around this 

coordinate I will use. But this is vary 

inaccurate 

c. Pre-existing atlas: 
• Fast and easy 
• Easily combine different ROIs 

Most people take a predefined atlas. It’s showing for a healthy brain in a standardized space. Within the coordinate 
system in that, people have already mapped regions for you. You can pick the part of the brain you’re interested in. If 
you want to look at cognitive control, what you can do is look at past research and see what regions they think played 
a part. Use the same regions they used. 

B. Functional ROIs  

The quality of your regions is 

measured by the quality of the 

past research you took it from. 

a. literature: Not restricted to 

anatomical boundaries 

b. Localizer: search for each pp the 

location before the real experiment 

starts, this is time expensive and there’s a 

statistical issue: double dipping 

 

 

 

 
 
 

8.4.2. Things to consider by ROI  

Is the atlas accurate? For anatomical fMRI’s not so much, cause there we know the 
anatomy of the brain very well. For functional fMRI’s, if you use single study with 10 
pp, and pick your regions from there , you might be wrong cause the sample size is 
too small. Select reliable sources (meta analysis are very good) 
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9.1 Multivariate Patterns Analysis 

9. Advanced fMRI analyses  

• “Double-dipping”, you might bias your region select to find an effect cause of localizer task, cause you 

selected that part just for that reason. So when using a localizer task, make sure you use an 
independent task. For instance when you wanne look at object perception, you can scramble images, 
showing clear images and scrambled images if you then compute the contrast, you would get any 
voxel that response to a coherent object vs random jibirisch. SO then you know the object voxels, but 
not the face ones specifically, so then it’s fine and not double dipping anymore if you know look in this 
region for face voxels. 
Biasing an ROI towards certain regressors.  

− Need to make sure that the ROI and the contrast you are interested in share no common 
regressors. 

− Example: Three regressors (face, house, and tree). The contrast face-house is used to define 
a functional ROI. With this ROI, the experimenter tests the contrast face-tree. This is not 
good! ROI is already biased towards face (as it includes voxels that are more active for face), 
so face-tree will probably also show something significant. 

• Correct for multiple ROIs 
If >1 ROI 

− Each ROI is independent  correct for multiple comparisons. 

− Bonferroni correction: alpha / number of ROI tests. 
− To reduce the number of corrections, have a good a priori hypothesis about your ROIs, and 

use only few ROIs, cause if you use 30 ROI’s with lots of corrections, it’s hard to find 
reliable results 

8.5. Summary: fMRI pros and cons  
 

PROS CONS 

• Excellent spatial resolution (mm). 
• Harmless and non-invasive. 

• Allows testing of precise hypotheses about 
neuro cognitive architecture of brain an 
behavior (see advanced analysis methods) 

• Low temporal resolution (~2s), due to 
physiological constraint. 

• Measures hemodynamic changes, not 
neural effects 

• Expensive (scanner, maintenance, rent, 
consumption). 

 
 

• Zooming in to observe differential voxel patterns 

− Mass-univariate analysis: neighboring voxels behave similarly, we take a look at each individual voxel 

separately, nice if the things we look for are recorded in a single voxel 

− Does not see information encoded across multiple neighboring voxels, that’s where multivariant analysis 
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saves the day: Has many dependent variables. If we look at a mouse and a banana and 9 voxels. 

Activity pattern in 9 voxels. All patterns have 4 active whit voxels, and 5 inactive 

voxels  overall mean is the same, overall equal activity level. But there might be 

information in the pattern even though the mean is the same, so MA looks if there’s 

info in a pattern of voxels instead of one voxel. How to do it? 

9.1.1 Representational similarity analysis (correlating stuff)  

• 2 independent data sets that you compare 

− Correlate 9 voxels (pattern) within and between 

conditions across data sets 

− r(mouse1 , mouse 2 ) > r(mouse 1 , banana 2) 

correlation within category should be higher than 

between 

 

 

 

 

 Category selective region 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

with the actual experiment) 

Pp saw artificial images 

Different experimental runs: 6 

First you do a functional localizer: 

contrast real images with random 

noise. Wherever activity is higher 

for the real image, that’s object 

selective (shares no condition 

In Odd runs, we’re extracting the activity for a particular object. Then we correlate it with the same object in even 
runs. (Then you estimate the pattern. You correlate it whit itself in the even runs.) Then you’re going to 

correlate it with a different image, ones where the shape shares similarity’s, the other with shared features and also 
ones where both are different. THEN EXTRACT THE CORRELATIONS. Same image: high correlation 
If you keep the envelope similar: correlate across features. 0 correlation If you keep the features similar: 0 
If everything is different -> lowest correlation. So this region is used to identify objects, not features and so. 
You couldn’t get this info out of Univar analysis, this is how you get more info out of data by looking at mora 
then one var over time. 

9.1.2 Decoding  

• 2 data sets 

 You look at multiple voxels at the same time, then take a look at one part of your data, then 

− Train classification algorithm to discriminate conditions in training data set(F.E. discriminate between 
mouse and banana) 

− Present data from test data set to assess performance  it fives an accuracy rating in % 

 
Classifier will guess based on the learning process what the pp is 

seeing now is a mouse or not (accuracy), you get classification 

accuracy. You have two data sets for the generalizability of the 

results. 

train algorithm on data 1 and present data from 

If there’s a difference in group one mouse and group two banana, we say this region is 
category sensitive. Cause the same S are correlating higher then different S. 
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dataset 2 and the other way around 

 
why do we need cross validation? Many ways 

to draw a line 

you can also draw a line here, but what 

if there will be a new point (where the 

pointer is)? Then the algorithm will see 

this as a blue square (=over fitting). This 

line generalize poorly to new data. 

 

You need a two dimensional space, cause otherwise it will show that it overlaps a lot. If you take both voxels into 
account at the same time, you can easily draw a line that separates the dots from the squares. That’s the benefit of 
doing pattern analysis. You go to a higher dimensional space and gives you results that you don’t otherwise see 

9.1.3 Summary  

• Flexible tool 

• Representation seen directly vs activation 

• Increased sensitivity, you should be able to see more Univar effects, opposite is not true (has also a downside) 

BUT: not all research questions and designs are suitable for MVPA! 

• Increased sensitivity = increased susceptibility to confounds (see text next page) 

Problem: it can over fit the data, and you might 
get a circle seen as a square, solution: 2nd 
control group and linear fitting, only fitting one 
line and not overfitting like the red line here -> 
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Experiment with face processing and want to see the region that codes the identity of a face. 

Univariate analysis won’t help you, bc all the faces will elicit the same global activity, so you do a 

multivariate analysis. But which region encodes the gender of the face. Classifier will tell early 

visual cortex. But can we be sure that this really encodes the gender of the face? Men have 

sometimes beards and women mostly don’t. Then the overall lightness will be different, the 

pattern analysis will pick this up. 

• Needs optimized experimental designs with large number of trials (so it can learn from the firs 5, and then 
start working) A lot more trials than in UV analysis, that’s why lot of simple designs are used 

• Complex statistical analyses (e.g. cross validation) might be incompatible with research question 

Fear learning and extinction learning. You can’t really cross validate between these 2. You can’t 

repeat this a lot. If you try to train the classifier the relation between stimulus and shock and test 

this on a second run where this association is extinct, that’s not going to work. 

 

9.2 Functional connectivity analyses  
 

Functional segregation 
(localizations) 

Functional integration 
(connectionism) 

Assumption: Specific brain regions represent 
specific functions 
Analysis: Regionally specific effects 
Examples: Univariate analyses, GLM, MVPA 

Assumption: Functions rely on arise from 
connectivity between regions 
Everything in the brain is connected, face 
identification is not only in the FFA. It’s a 

function that is implemented in FFA and early 
visual cortex and color selected parts of the 
cortex…Many different parts of the brain that 

contributes to face processing 
The only way to identify regions is to look at the 
connections between 
Analysis: inter regional effects 
Examples 

 
 

9.2.1 Resting-state connectivity (tool) 

• Task-free: pp rest in scanner 

• Popular in clinical populations, cause they don’t have to do anything in the scanner. Cause often the tasks 
asked from healthy persons is just too difficult for clinical populations, so this is how you can also see how 
functional connectivity differs between healthy and clinical samples. 

• Correlate time-course across all voxels 

 Several functionally linked networks (e.g. default mode network, attention network) 

2 different time series and 2 different parts of the brains and correlate and plot which time series are 

± similar to each other 

The findings don’t have an inherent meaning, the only thing you can get from the activity image is 

whenever activity goes up in the right side, is also goes up in the left side. If you compare this with 
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9.2.2 Effective connectivity: dynamic causal modeling (DCM) 

task-based studies, then you can make content claims about what these networks do 

 
1. Seed-region approach 

− Pick a region of interest (seed), one voxel (PCC) 

You extract the time series (yellow) 

Then you correlate the time series with all other voxels in the brain 

− Does seed region correlate positively/negatively with other regions? 

Neighbor voxel have a similar activity pattern 

You have also similar time course in different and more distant brain 

region (orange) 

Some regions are anti-correlated: whenever activity in PPC goes down, there the activity 

goes up 

− Good if you want to test a specific part of the brain 

  
2. Graph analysis to assess network properties 

− Possible parameters: Global network strength, local clustering vs hubs, average path length 

(processing speed), etc 

If you use seed-region, you assume that all the activity means the same thing 

− Graph analysis can be used for functional and structural data (see DTI) 

Every region is represented by a node and 

there are connections between these 

nodes 

You can compute different parameters 

you’re interested in. 

Where the mouse is pointed: there you have a connector hub 

~ me and 2 different groups of friend. How many steps will it take to go from one 

node/friend to another (pathlength) 

This is interesting for clinical purpose: you have a 

network structure and you have a lesion there. 

The node with the red cross doesn’t function anymore. 

This won’t have a big influence because this node is 

connected tightly to other nodes with the same function 

If you have an lesion by the blue cross, this will be catastrophic, because this node connects 

the 2 regions. 
 

• Assumptions 

− brain is a set of interconnected neural nodes that interact all the time 

− Experimental manipulations change network dynamics (“How does my manipulation 

propagate through the network?”) 
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• Example: attention to motion  
which model 

describes our 

data the best? 
 
 

 

A. Model  

• Generative model: Assumes input stimuli and a neural architecture, then 

generates data 

• You can be very subtle with this technique. 

It stimulates the brain, takes the input (stimuli), then it simulates what 

should happen in this network on the neuronal (!) level. On top of this 

simulation, you put a hemodynamic simulation 

With this 2 simulations, this model makes a prediction about the BOLD, how it 
Shall look like, we do this separately for each of the four models. 

• Neural model(only fMRI method that looks at this): How would 

neural activity look like under model assumptions? 

• Hemodynamic model: How would BOLD response look like given the neural 

model? 

 you do this for all different models that might be true and then you compare them 

• Bayesian model comparison 

• Compute the likelihood of each model, we select the one that’s most likely to be true 

Works only for a few regions 

Need to have really good knowledge of the anatomical connections, because you need different 

a prior models 

BIG benefit: causal interpretation 

9.2.1 Summary  

• Resting state connectivity 

− Pro: task free, investigating large scale differences in connectivity, interesting for clinical 

context 

− Con: no direct relation to task manipulation 

• Effective connectivity: DCM 

− Pro: model based conclusions regarding directionality and causation possible; flexible not 

limited to one model) 

− Con: requires good models based on anatomy and function; sophisticated implementation 

9.3 Structural connectivity: Diffusion Tensor Imaging  

• Imaging of white matter tracts (‘fiber tracking’) reflects actual structural connectivity between 

regions, you track water molecules that move along an axon, we can use this to see how the 

white fiber connect different brain regions and are oriented in space 
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• Directed diffusion of water molecules 

along axons 

This movement is not random. As a water 

molecule it’s very difficult to move outside 

a neuron, but it’s easy to move across the 

axon 

• Estimate direction of diffusion in 3D 

• Functional relevance derived by correlating 

with fMRI or behavioral data 

• If activity in one region needs to go to another to be functionally relevant, you can directly track how they are 
connected, how it travels trough the brain, depending on the thickness of the tracks, the thicker, the better a 
pp should be at function X then a pp where these regions are weakly connected. 

• Example:  
Resting state connectivity 

DTI 

 
White matter integrity in bundles connecting 

putamen and dorsal attention network was 

predictive of improved executive function in aging 

people who keep strong fiber connection 

between these two regions are better at the task, 

even if they age
 

• Graph analysis to assess network properties: 

− Possible parameters Global network strength, local clustering vs hubs, average 

path length (processing speed), etc 

− Graph analysis can be used for functional data and structural data 

 

9.4 Volume differences: voxel-based morphometry  

• Structural images are separated into grey/white matter 

• Tissue volume: Count grey matter voxels in ROI 

• “How big is region X?” 

• Functional relevance established through correlations with fMRI 

or behavior. 

• This is done with taxi drivers in London, when learning to 

navigate the city, your hippocampus grows 

• Frontal-temporal atrophy (volume reduction) was observed in 3 dementia groups ( 

medium, severe) Atrophy keeps getting bigger and bigger 

• The degree of atrophy was predictive of cognitive deficits 
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10.1.2 Important neurotransmitters in the brain 

 
 
 

 

 
activated 

 

• Excitatory NT: 

− Acetylcholine (ACh) 

− Glutamate 

− Aspartate 

• Inhibitory NT: 

− y aminobutyric acid (GABA) 

− Glycine 

Amino acids: they’re everywhere in the brain 

• Monoamines 

− Dopamine (DA) 

− Noradrenaline (NE) 

− Serotonin (5-HT) 

 very similar in their chemical structure 

 specific in the brain, not everywhere 

 While amino acids (and ACh) are always either excitatory or inhibitory, the effect of 

monoamines depends on the receptors of the postsynaptic cell! 

• 3 monoamines in cognition and behavior: 

− Dopamine 

- Reward, learning, cognitive control 

- Memory formation, motor control 

- Main pathways: from the midbrain to cortical regions/striatum 

mesolimbic/mesocortical (meso= midbrain, “cognition”), 

nigrostriatal (“motor”), (tuberoinfundibular (prolactin release)) 

- Additional projections: hippocampus, amygdala, cingulate 

 

• Action potential that’s how neurons are activated and communicate 

• Discrete, rapid voltage spikes, generated by special types of voltage gated 

channels embedded in a cell membrane 

• Synaptic cleft: 

− Neurotransmitters released into the 

synaptic cleft lead to postsynaptic 

potentials that will in turn initiate or 

inhibit action potentials 

− The type of neurotransmitter depends 

on the cell type, e.g., a dopaminergic 

neuron will release dopamine at the 

synapses. If the cell hasn’t 

dopaminergic receptors, he won’t be 

Neurons and synapses: 10.1.1 

10.1 Neurotransmitter systems 

Neurotransmitter-based methods 10. 
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− Noradrenaline 
 

 

 
− Serotonin (5-HT) 

 
- Arousal, vigilance, attention 

- Memory formation 

- widespread projections 

Starts in the brainstem 

 
 
 
 

 
- mood, emotion processing 

- impulsivity (in depression this is too low) 

- widespread projections 

Starts in brainstem 
 

1.3.3. Imaging brain activity at the “chemical level”  

What can we measure: 

• Transmitter receptor binding (e.g., dopamine D2 receptor PET, how 
many green dots are going to the receptor we can measure that) 

• Transmitter transporter binding (e.g., dopamine transporter PET, not 
everything will find a receptor, this will transported back in the cell. 
For this transport you need transmitter transport. How much is going 
back, both of these first two roughly measure how much transmitter 
is used, and picked up again) 

• Metabolic spectrum (e.g., GABA MRS, this method is different than the 2 above. This takes a bit 
of tissue and looks how much amino-acid is in the tissue at a certain moment) 

VERSUS: 

• fMRI= hemodynamic level (has nothing to do with NT directly, energy consumption it measures) 

• EEG/ single-cell recordings= electrophysiological level (the summation of action potentials is measured) 
Even though PET measures synaptic activity, the spatial resolution is not really good. The temporal 

resolution is also quite bad. It takes an hour to get the results 

<- know this rougly  
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• Transmitter-specific PET: 

Radio labeled ligands (tracers), most 

common: Carbon (C) and Fluorine (F) 

The bind to the receptors we’re 

interested in. 

− Procedure in brief: 

1. Inject the tracer 

2. Decay of radioisotope in the tissue (tracers goes to a certain region and bind to a certain 

receptor type) 

3. Emission of a positron that collides with the next best electron, releasing 2 gamma ray 

photons 

4. Detected and localized by the PET camera where the decay happened 

5. 3D image construction based on detection of a significant number of such events 

6. Tracer binding potential maps are the inverse of the binding of the transmitter of interest! 

 
i.e. higher tracer binding means lower actual transmitter binding 

• Side note: Transmitter-unspecific PET that measured cerebral blood flow (CBF) and glucose 

metabolism (FDR) has been largely replaced by fMRI 

10.2.2 Receptor and transporter PET  

Example: you inject someone with 

Raclopride. You put him in the scanner 

and check all the decaying events. The 

amount of binding to the receptors. You 

can use this information for different 

purposes 

You can see on the picture that this is a 

specific, with fall pride the range is 

wider. 

 
Dopamine is the most used, because the 

other 2 are very unspecific in regions 

they bind. 

 

• No radioactivity injection involved 

• More related to MRI 

• MR based method to assess the regional metabolic spectrum of brain tissue 

• Principle similar to MRI (radio frequency waves affect the spin of nuclei in magnetic field), but 

while MRI is about the spin of H in H 2 O molecules, MRS reflects the resonance (reflection of 

radioactivity waves) of other molecules (NT) 

• The resulting spectrum reflects particle resonance (ppm, parts per million. How much of a 

molecule is in a certain part of the brain) of metabolites that are associated with specific 

10.3.1 Principles of MRS 

10.3 Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy (MRS) 

10.2.1 Principle of PET 

10.2 Positron Emission Tomography (PET) 
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neurotransmitters or other substances in the brain tissue 

You don’t do this during a task, but at a global measure how much GABA is in this brain region 

• Main MRS metabolism 

− N-Acetyl Aspartate (NAA): index for neuron/axon 

integrity, decrease indicates tissue loss or damage 

(stroke/tumor) 

− Choline (Cho): related to membrane turnover 

− Creatine (Cre): related to energy metabolism 

− Glutamate (Glu): excitatory neurotransmitter 

− GABA: inhibitory neurotransmitter, link to 

inhibitory control 

 they don’t have a clear cognitive function 

 
• Most often used in clinical contexts (e.g. tumors, Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s disease), 

neurotransmitter metabolites (GABA) 

• Can also be interesting for cognitive neuroscience (covariate for behavior, fMRI, EEG data) 

10.3.2  Example: motor response inhibition  

• Automatic motor control has been associated with activity in the Supplementary Motor Area 

(SMA) 

Experiment: You need to push the button on the side where the arrow is pointed. But before this 

stimuli, pp saw a prime S 

• Automatic response tendencies were probed by a subliminal priming task 

• MRS was acquired from an SMA ROI (fMRI localizer) 

 
If the prime was incompatible with the target, RT increased because the 

prime disturbs your performance 

They too the SMA and collected spectrum data. In the graph you can see 

how much GABA there was in that certain region. Did GABA and conflict 

trials correlate? 

 
Higher GABA were correlated with smaller 

priming effect 

 

 

 

 

• Higher GABA levels in the SMA were associated with smaller behavioral priming effects (NCE) 

indicating that SMA GABA counteracts automatic responses triggered by subliminal primes 

If you have much GABA, it helps you to control automatic motor responses 

Prime normally induces automatic responses, but GABA helps to suppress it 

• ROI selection is essential, here, fMRI is used to define the ROI that is then tested with MRS 

• Compared to control regions where no relationship between GABA and priming is expected 
 

10.4 Pharmacological manipulation  

• Transmitter: 

1. Agonists: 
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10.4.1 Example: assess dopamine receptor binding of different antipsychotic 

drugs 

Binds to the receptor and takes over the role of NT 

2. Antagonists: 

Binds to the receptor, but block them. These will reduce NT activity 

3. Modulators 

Modulates how much NT is going back to presynaptic cell 

Reuptake inhibitors 

Are mainly used to develop and validate treatments for neuro psychological disorders 

• In basic psychology, mild manipulations are used to study relationships between 

neurotransmission and cognitive functions and personality (low dose drugs or via specific diet, 

e.g., tryptophan depletion) 

 
<- Explanation about the antagonist, agonist 

 

 
You give a 

certain 

substance, this 

changes how 

the NT in the 

brain is build. 

Effects the 

amount of NT 
 
 

• PET/SPECT study of striatal dopamine 

receptor binding in schizophrenic patients 

and healthy controls 

Drug goes to the receptor and blocks it 

and makes dopamine transmission 

decrease. 

• In healthy volunteers 

− No drug, normal dopamine level 

− If the tracer enters the brain and 

binds to the receptor you see this image (average) 

− The tracer competes only with endogenous/naturally dopamine 

• Olanzapine 

− Dopamine antagonist, blocks receptors 

− Less of radioactive tracer reaches the receptors 

− Because the receptors are blocked 

− This also means that the dopamine does not go in 

• Clozapine 

− Drug that blocks the receptor, but it blocks less as Olanzapine, cause more tracer of the PET measure is 
seen 

• Risperidone 

− This has the strongest effect, no space anymore for the PET-tracer to go to  

many receptors are blocked by the drug 
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• Risperidone has the strongest effect on striatal dopamine (benefit vs side effects of a drug) 

Side effects like not speaking or moving anymore 

Trade off effect: you just want to take off the edge of schizophrenic so that they still can move 

and think 

 
• Side note: High overlap between PET and SPECT, but PET displays better spatial resolution 

10.4.2  Example: effect of serotonin on motivated behavior (diet)  

• Reward anticipation task with different feedback probabilities 

• Low serotonin levels (dietary tryptophan depletion) were compared to normal levels (baseline) 

Cognitive control test with 

feedback. 

TRP-= less serotonin 

90% condition: RT decreases, 

because they expect more 

reward. 

Black: you try to be fast but 

forget about accuracy 

• With normal serotonin levels, high reward probability (90%) leads to faster but less accurate 

responses 

• Serotonin depletion leads to slower and more accurate responses, reflecting reduced impulsivity 

Normal serotonin might make you fast if you want to earn money. But you make more errors 

because you act too fast 

Less serotonin, better balance, longer RT but more correct responses 

• Relevant for depression: some antidepressant drugs can increase suicide risk before the 

antidepressant effect unfolds ,still feeling bad, but more impulsive due to higher serotonin 

levels, serotonin makes you feel better, but also more impulsive, the Effect on the mood 

takes longer, so you are first in a depressed state with low energy and you become more 

impulsive so risk of suicide increases, after two weeks you feel better cause of serotonin 

10.5 Conclusion  

Benefits 

• These approaches relate to actual neurotransmission while fMRI is only an indirect measure of 

these processes (based on hemodynamics) 

• Valuable for clinical conditions that are related to neurotransmitter disturbances 

• Combining neurotransmitter based methods with other neuroimaging methods can reveal 

interesting relationships between neurotransmission, cognition, and behavior 

 
Limitations 

• No or low temporal resolution mostly used as ‘ snapshot’( measures, but basic block designs 

are possible with PET [see Session 8 b] 

• Lower spatial resolution compared to fMRI, often limited to certain regions 
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11.1.1 fMRI-EEG 

11.1 Combine complementary methods: 

11. Combining methods 

• Access to PET is limited, and short half-life of certain tracers requires on site production (cyclotron) 

• Except for MRS, these methods are more invasive than fMRI, EEG, TMS (exposure to radiation, 

injections, medication) and require medical supervision 
 

• fMRI 

− Pros: 

+ High spatial resolution (mm) including subcortical areas 

+ Non invasive 

− Cons: 

- Low temporal resolution (sec) but event related designs are 

possible 

• EEG 

− Pros: 

+ High temporal resolution (ms) online monitoring of cognitive 

processes 

+ Non invasive 

− Cons: 

- Low spatial resolution 

- Limited to cortical surface 

• EEG recording in the scanner 

Quite complex process to connect the 2 devices 

Most important aspects: 

− Use certified MR compatible EEG equipment (not magnetic EEG caps, if there would be magnetic things in 
the magnet machine, this would heat up and give you burn mask) 

− Optimize paradigm to fit both modalities 

− Synchronize fMRI and EEG acquisition (essential for artefact correction) 

− Reduce any noise that could increase artefacts: 

type of fMRI sequences, type of head coil straight cable routing, isolate from MR table, 

use tape and sandbags to reduce cable vibrations turn off helium pumps during scanning 

minimize head movements of participant 
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• Dealing with artefacts 

− EEG recording before fMRI scanning -- EEG recording with fMRI scanner activity 

 

 
Here you don’t 

see the EEG 

anymore 

 
 
 
 

image 1: 

EEG consumed by huge artefacts 

All of the artefacts burst look the same, 

you can subtract them 

 
Image 2: 

Big spike that are not brain activity. 

Heart activity. It can change over time 
 

 
• Main options for analysis 

Image 3: normal EEG with some artefact, EEG gotten 
in the scanner is never as good as out of the scanner

a. Two parallel data sets, analyses separately and compare, correlate etc. 

b. Use fMRI localizer for EEG source reconstruction (have region that is active in task to then help you 
determine where your EEG signal comes from) 

c. Use EEG single trial amplitudes as parametric modulator in GLM 

 
• Paradigm: Flanker task with noGo trials 

− PRO: 

So a check if the enhancement was also 
somewhere reflected in the brain 

They do this 2 times for each 
modulator. 
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▪ fMRI and EEG are complementary in terms of spatial and temporal resolution and both 

can handle event related designs (e g not the case for PET) 

▪ Simultaneous fMRI-EEG is favorable compared to separate data sets from the same 

participant: no between subject variance (obvious) 

No order and practice effects identical situation with respect to task performance, 

stimulus perception, body position, noise, instruction/experimenter effects 

▪ These aspects increase statistical power and ensure that differences between conditions 

in one measure are not due to differences between fMRI and EEG session 

▪ Allows trial by trial covariation of spatial and temporal signatures of condition specific 

brain states, exceeding across participant approaches (of course only when EEG signal is 

clean enough) 

− CON: 

▪ Compromises regarding study design (e.g., timing) and technical limitations (e.g., fMRI 

sequences) 

▪ More time consuming to set up, slightly more uncomfortable for participants 

▪ Elaborate methods are needed for artefact correction of the EEG data (MR and cardio 

ballistic artefact) 

▪ Even more degrees of freedom in the analysis than with one method alone 

11.1.2  fMRI-PET  

• fMRI 

− Pros: 

+ High spatial resolution (mm) including subcortical areas 

+ Non invasive 

− Cons: 

- Low temporal resolution (sec) but event related designs are 

possible 

• PET 

− Pros 

+ Neurotransmitter binding (synaptic level) 

+ OK spatial resolution (mm cm): 

− Cons: 

- Very low temporal resolution (min) no event related designs 

(only between session) 

- Rather invasive 

- Difficult logistics 

• Experiment: 

Design 

2 fMRI and 2 PET sessions in each participants 

Reward vs no reward “ session”(block manipulation) rather 

than actual event related design due to low temporal 

resolution of PET 

• Positive relationship between activity 

in dopaminergic source and target regions 

(fMRI BOLD response) and 

dopamine release (PET tracer binding) 
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11.2.1 TMS-EEG 

11.2 Add transcranial magnetic stimulation 

• Specific tracer binding (arrow) total binding needs to be corrected for binding in control region 

(cerebellum) 

You need to subtract cerebellum from the total 

Then you get the blue lines (in the middle) 

We know from fMRI studies that rewarded trials will always activate this region more (more 

oxytocin). In study we can show this fMRI study (higher for reward trials) also goes along with 

reduced PET binding potential. Because the tracer has to compete with the natural NT 

• Link between hemodynamic activity in these regions ( and actual dopamine transmission (PET) 
 

 

• TMS 

− Pros: 

+ Stimulation of regions affects ongoing processes ( virtual 

lesions) 

+ Repetitive TMS can result in long lasting changes (‘ 

restructuring’) 

Cons: 

- Limited to cortical surface 

- No direct measure of cortical activity, (indirect via 

behavioral changes and MEPs) 

- somewhat invasive 

• EEG 

− Pros: 

+ High temporal resolution (ms) online monitoring of cognitive 

processes 

+ Non invasive 

− Cons: 

- Low spatial resolution 

- Limited to cortical surface 

• Paradigm: Flanker task 

− Experiment: 

Whenever pp would push a button, right before that on the opposite HS you would see an 

increase in EEG 

− Lateralized readiness potentials (LRP’s) over left and right motor cortex reveal asymmetry 

between congruent and incongruent trials (initial activation of the wrong hand in 

incongruent trials) 

incongruent trials will have a bump: activation of the wrong hand 

− rTMS over dorso medial frontal cortex (dmPFC) increases this LRP difference and is 

associated with more errors 

− Reveals “causal” role of dmPFC in conflict resolution: top down control to inhibit/overrule 

wrong response tendency to enable correct response 

− Side note: TMS and EEG can also be combined in an event related fashion (single pulse TMS) 
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Incongruent= grey 

Congruent= black 
 

 

 

11.2.2 TMS-fMRI  

• TMS 

− Pros: 

+ Stimulation of regions affects ongoing processes ( virtual 

lesions) 

+ Repetitive TMS can result in long lasting changes (‘ 

restructuring’) 

Cons: 

- Limited to cortical surface 

- No direct measure of cortical activity, (indirect via 

behavioral changes and MEPs) 

- somewhat invasive 

• fMRI 

− Pros: 

+ High spatial resolution (mm) including subcortical areas 

+ Non invasive 

− Cons: 

- Low temporal resolution (sec) but event related designs are 

possible 

• Experiment 

− Typical contralateral activity increase in visual cortex when attending to left and right visual 

field 

− If you apply high vs low intensity TMS bursts over parietal cortex enhance these attention 

effects, suggesting causal role for parietal cortex in directing attention 

Interaction effect is found 

This indicates that parietal cortex has a role 

in directing attention 

 
 
 
 
 

• Experiment 

− Paired pulse TMS increases functional connectivity between ventral premotor (PMv) and 

primary motor (M1) cortices 

During a grasping tasks, they had paired pulse TMS (2 coils over 2 sides and alternate 

the simulation) 

fMRI and did functional connectivity analysis 
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− Evidence for plasticity changes, but also valuable for understanding the effects of TMS on 

cortical activity in 

general 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
11.2.3 TMS-PET  

• TMS 

− Pros: 

+ Stimulation of regions affects ongoing processes ( virtual 

lesions) 

+ Repetitive TMS can result in long lasting changes (‘ 

restructuring’) 

Cons: 

- Limited to cortical surface 

- No direct measure of cortical activity, (indirect via 

behavioral changes and MEPs) 

- somewhat invasive 

• PET 

− Pros 

+ Neurotransmitter binding (synaptic level) 

+ OK spatial resolution (mm cm): 

− Cons: 

- Very low temporal resolution (min) no event related designs 

(only between session) 

- Rather invasive 

- Difficult logistics 

• TMS-PET makes most sense with rTMS which induces long lasting 

changes (due to the low temporal resolution of PET, no event related designs possible) 
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• Example: 
 

 

 
• In this example, rTMS over motor cortex leads to reduced tracer 

binding in the striatum, which reflects increased striatal dopamine 

release 

• Occipital cortex is used as control region (subtracted as unspecific 

change in binding potential) 

• Evidence for controlling dopamine levels via cortical efferents in 

humans 
 

11.3 Add pharmacological manipulation  

• Pharmacological manipulations can be combined with any method under strict ethical guidelines 

• Can create confounds (e g global changes of fMRI hemodynamics beyond the effects of interest) 
 

 

• Pharmaco-fMRI (fMRI to see where the changes happen) 
reversed learning 

 

 
− L-DOPA and fMRI/ patients with and without medicine 

− Dopaminergic medication to improve motor functions in Parkinson’s 

patients disrupts reversal learning and nucleus accumbent activity 

− Evidence for inverted U-shape of dopaminergic medication, so too high dose of 
dopamine is not good, shows side effects

 

11.4 Add computational modeling  

• Behavioral models are already applied for a long time (e.g. reinforcement learning perceptual 

decision making) now they are extended to neural data 

 

• Model based fMRI  
Here, ventral striatum activity is 

correlated with reward prediction 

errors derived from simulations of 

a reinforcement learning model 
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What are genetic polymorphisms? 12.1 

12. Genetic polymorphisms and genetic imaging 

 

• Powerful approach: Integrating information about space, time, neurotransmission, causality, ... 

• Safety is crucial especially with any additional equipment in the fMRI scanner (no metal!) 

• The study design has to fit both methods (e.g., block vs. event-related (this can’t be done with PET) 

• The more methods you combine, the more compromises you make (e.g., timing) 

• Multiplied degrees of freedom in the analyses; a priori hypotheses and adequate corrections for 

multiple comparisons are even more important here: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

the more you test, the more comparisons 

you make, the higher the chances of false + 
 

 
Every cell in the human body contains a nucleus. In this nucleus we 

have 23 pairs of chromosomes. On this chromosomes our DNA is 

contained. This DNA contains instructions how to build our body or 

express certain things. On our DNA we have genes and our genes 

contains the actual instructions for a specific trait and they can 

build proteins (is made from different amino-acids) 

 
A DNA-string looks like this and it contains: nucleotides: 

a. a sugar-molecule and 

b. a phosphate-molecule 

 the backbone of the helix 

c. 4 different bases that’s paired with the same base 

1. Adenine -(T) 

2. Cytosine -(G) 

3. Guanine – (C) 

4. Thymine- (A) 

 
DNA can’t leave the cell, it has to be 

transcripted in mRNA before it can 

leave. This contains the instruction 

on how to build a protein. RNA 

Looks like DNA but is only has 1 

helix. DNA has the base T, but RNA has the bast Uracil 

instead. If you put 2 RNA’s together U will match with A 

11.5 Conclusions 

When mRNA leaves the cell, it has more 
chance to be mutated, that’s why T was 
replaced by Uracil 
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An overview how DNA will be transcripted to mRNA and how mRNA 

can leave the cell and will build different proteins. 

 
At one point the double DNA helix will come apart because of a 

enzyme (hemoglobin). This enzyme can read 1 nucleotide at the time 

and match it with another nucleotide base. Once the whole gene is 

copies you get a RNA string 

     (in the slides there’s a recap video, watch it before exam) 
The RNA will leave the nucleus and another enzyme (ribosome) and it 

reads the string with 3 nucleotides at a time. As it moves along the 

RNA string it will collect amino-acids that corresponds to the mRNA.  

If all the right amino-acids are found it becomes an protein 
 

RECAP 

• Segments of DNA are copied onto mRNA, mRNA can leave the 

nucleus 

• Next, ribosomes read these mRNA sequences three nucleotides  

(= a codon) at a time. This is translated into specific combinations 

of amino acids, which we call proteins. 

• Each codon (64 possibilities) codes for an amino acid (25 

possibilities) (see the image) 

1 start codon (green) & 3 stop codons (red) 
 
 

• Human genome (1990-2003): 

− A complete set of genetic information for humans were read, there were 

− 23 pairs of chromosomes, over 3 billion base pairs 

− they code for 20,500 human genes (pufferfish has 28.000 genes, we have a lot of junk DNA but it’s actually 
useful) 

 
- Around 0.1% differences among humans (we all share 99.9% genes) 

- 2% to 4% differences with chimpanzees 

- We share 50% with strawberry’s cause we share a lot for growth and getting rid of viruses. 
 
 

 
− Now, what are genetic polymorphisms 

− Genetic polymorphisms: genetic variety 

poly = many, morph = types 

− A type of gene that varies across individuals within a single species (allowing for diversity like 

blood type, eye color, if you like coriander or not) 

− This polymorphism has to happen in over 1% of the population (otherwise it’s a mutation) 
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12.2 How do we measure them 

• Allele: a specific variation of a gene (resulting from polymorphisms) 

− Alleles can be: 

a. Homozygous or heterozygous (same or different genetic information) 

b. Dominant or recessive 

• Single nucleotide polymorphism (most common) (SNP) 

− Only one nucleotide base that is different in a gene (only one position 

in the gene where the nucleotides differ) 

− Positions in a genome where some individuals have one nucleotide 

(e.g., C), and others have a different nucleotide (e.g., A) 

 

 

• How is DNA measured? 

− Typically, DNA is taken from a cheek swab or blood sample and then taken to the lab 

− Now wait for test results 

− But what happens in the lab? 

Some interesting procedures: The steps: 

▪ Polymerase chain reaction (to multiply DNA strands) 

▪ Gel electrophoresis (order DNA strands) 

▪ DNA sequencing (mark and read replication stoppers) 

12.2.1 Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR):  
 

• A process of DNA amplification (replication) 

• Ingredients: DNA, heat, primers, 

nucleotides 

• Method: thermal cycling: rapid cycles of 

cooling & heating 

Step 1: denaturation 

− Move the strands apart from each 

other, similar to what happens in 

a cell when mRNA is made 

Step 2: Annealing 

− Use different primers to attach the starting codon, they tell were we need to start copying DNA 

Step 3: polymerization 

− Free nuclear bases are going to attach to the right position 

− This is because the bases always pair up with the same base 

Step 4: DNA is replicated 
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  We do this process again and again (over 25-30times), this process happens in 
 different temperature. These instruments: thermo…(?) 

After this process is done we and up with thousands of DNA strands. 

After the first time you have 2 DNA strands, you’ll use them both for 

the next process then you’ll have 4 strands… and so on, 2^25 

 

 
 

 

12.2.2 Gel electrophoresis  

Ordering segments according to their length 

• Due to the sugar-phosphate backbone, DNA is negatively charged... 

 
If we put DNA into an electric field in a gel on the negative 

side, it would be repelled from the negative side to the 

positive. The larger fragments of DNA would move slower . 

 
 

 
• We also throw in four different replication-stopping nucleotides with different fluorescent 

markers…, so we can see the color of the stopping mechanism 

These stopping nucleotides are colored according to their type 

We first throw a stopping molecule A, this will give us a long string with an A at the 
end, then we repeat this and it will stop at a previous A in the string, it will become 
shorter and shorter, we will know the positions of where all the A’s are, then we do 
the same for C, T and G so we know where all things go. Edit: they throw this into a 
thousand of DNA things, the A fluorescence will bind to the T at random locations, and 
cause we have so many strings where this is done, they will randomly go to certain 
T’s, but cause we have so many, all of them show all the A’s if you add them up 

 
We need to know how long the DNA sequence is. We 

know what the last letter is. We need  a gel with a current 

where they go from the negative to the positive pole to 

determine the length of the DNA strength. Cause the 

smaller pieces are faster then the larger ones. So first one 

to come in is the smallest string, last one is the longest 

one. Then we only know the last letter of each string 

cause we had a method that snipped DNA after a T 

ending. But we can do the same for the other letters as 

well and do this full experiment with them too so that’s 

how we get to know all the letters in a DNA string. 
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12.3 How do we study them 

12.2.3 DNA Sequencing  

• By throwing in four different replication-stopping nucleotides with different fluorescent markers, 

we can read the base sequence of the DNA strand 

 
When you only see the last nucleotide you can 

make up the whole strand 

 
If you look at the last strand, you don’t know 

what the bases are. You only know the first one 

(G) because this one is colored. And we know 

the length of the strand. Because we do the 

process over a multiple times, and all the different lengths are put in the gel. You can see a 

strand that’s just 1 base shorter. You can see what the first base is of the second longest strand 

and it’s a C. 
 

• Once we have an individual’s gene info 

− We can start looking for (cor)relations with phenotypes: 

The DNA is a bit different, this causes the 

Proteins of both persons to differ a bit in 

the code for a certain brain area, cause of 

the protean it will have a different 

influence on the activation of brain region 

which causes a difference in 

behavior/brain functions/memory 

 
 
 
 

• We can focus on neurotransmitter or brain functions (sometimes called intermediate 

phenotypes) 

− Study the relationship between a specific polymorphism and brain data during a task 

− Studying polymorphisms is a less invasive alternative to pharmacological manipulation 

studies 

• Single nucleotide polymorphisms (e.g. the COMT gene) 

− The COMT gene inactivates catecholamine neurotransmitters (dopamine, adrenaline, and 

noradrenaline) 

− The most studied allelic variant within the COMT gene is the Val158Met variant: an SNP from 

G to A 

This results in an amino acid change from valine (val) to methionine (met) 

− While both catabolize (breaks down) dopamine, val does this at four times the rate of met, 

thus: met allele results in more synaptic dopamine levels 
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12.3.1 Example: the attention networks test  

• A task designed to dissociate three attentional networks: orienting, alerting, executive 

functioning 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Different tasks are related to different NT and 

genetic variety/expression, people with 

different genes (NET gene) will do this task 

different (better/worse) 
 
 
 
 
 

12.3.2 Single nucleotide polymorphisms (the COMT gene)  

People who have the met variety 

have a lower activity of COMT gene. 

COMT breaks dopamine down. When 

genetic activity is lower it means that 

there is more dopamine. This leads to 

a higher D1/D2 ratio which leads to a 

higher glutamate levels and this leads 

to a higher signal-to-noise ratio 
 

 

 
• Choose your polymorphism of interest with care: 

− is it functional? (i.e., does it generate proteins, only 1 
percent of our DNA does that) 

This results in an increased neuron 

activity in the executive functions, 

changes in working memory

− is there a reason to believe it may impact activity in the region of interest or affect the 

cognitive function? (have good hypothesis on why a certain polymorphism is bound to 

your region of interest) 

− alleles can be dominant or recessive (so even though you study the behavior of a 

person who has a certain snip, it can always be he also has the dominant allele which 

will make him act like others, so be careful with that) 

• Choose your imaging task with care: 

− Is there evidence that the cognitive process being measured is heritable? 

− Does the task have high reliability? Does it reliably (across individuals) activate the region of 

interest? 

− Are there individual differences in task performance and/or extent of neural activation? 

You’ll have fixation cross that’s a cue, after 
that there’s a target condition consisting of 
different arrows and you have to respond to 
the centre arrow (flanker task) this is 
supposed to be a function of executive 
control. 
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12.3.3 When setting up a study  

• Genotyping prior to or post the imaging study? 

− Prior is best for matching samples, but a large numbers of volunteers need to be screened 

− Post guarantees experimenter blindness (more objective)(to not treat people different) 

12.3.4 Remaining issues in interpreting the data  

• Dominance: 

− Alleles can be dominant or recessive 

• Multiple comparisons (avoiding false positives): 

− Naturally, be cautious when testing relations between many different polymorphisms and 

phenotypes, you have 3 billion different genomes so it’s way to much to compare one to 

another person, to many cofounds can be had 

12.3.5 A systems approach  

• Pleiotropy: a single gene can be involved in multiple processes 

• Polygenicity: mental functions involve the products of different genes 

12.3.6 There’s more  

• Genome-wide association studies 

− Study correlations with SNPs across the entire genome between two groups 

− Be careful with false positives 

− A substantial number of methodological challenges (e.g., multiple comparisons corrections ) 

• Commercial companies  competition  different techniques 

− lack of consistent definitions, makes it hard to compare 

• Epigenetics 

− Alterations in gene expression caused by the environment 

13. Clinical groups  

Patients with neurological conditions and disorders 

• allow for a number of cognitive neuroscience methods that are otherwise 

− not possible (lesion studies, group comparisons) 

− not ethical (pharmacological studies, intracranial recording) 

• Clinical group studies is a discipline that is not necessarily related to the 

use of new techniques 

Between groups: Two or more random groups of subjects each being tested by a different testing factor.(different tr eatments) 

OR 
Two or more groups of subjects that already differ in e.g. diagnosis/age/.. and each being tested by a similar testing 
factor. 
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13.2 Pharmacological interventions 

13.2.1 PD patients ON/OFF dopamine 

 

• Knowledge about certain neurological conditions allow for inferences 
about brain functions 

• Insight into disorder 

• Groups differ between age, … 

• a between-group study has two or more groups of subjects each being 

tested by a different testing factor simultaneously. 

• Simply looking at comorbidity might tell you something about 

overlapping functions 

− One mechanism may underlie the coexistence of 2 or more 
conditions/different outcomes. Bv in Parkinson, they lost a 

lot of dopamine cells, trouble moving, have a trimmer; 
depression might also be common, so one mechanism 
(dopamine) is responsible for different outcomes 

• Register if your patients are on or off medication! 

• Testing patients on and off their medication 

• Test de novo patients before and after their first medication 

− allows for clean off-medication condition 

− but, problem with order effects…(cause they might have a learning effect) 

We can only test patients without medication before and on 
medication after 

• Ask patients to do a day without their medication… 

− now we can control for order effects 

• Test new medications  

• PD (Parkinson Disease): a marked depletion of dopamine in the basal 

ganglia 

− Impaired control over a range of motor behaviors 

• Dopaminergic medication improves motor control 

− but patients (on medication) show minor impairments in cognitive 
control/functioning, cause the dopamine levels that are effected 
are located in supstantia niegra which is located in motor section, 

but another region is located there that’s not infected by the 
Parkinson so that region gets too much dopamine, so there is a 
balance how much dopamine you can take to perform well 

• Dopaminergic overdose in prefrontal cortex functions? 

(Cools, 2005) (inverted U-shape) 

 

• Prozac (serotonin) and Deprexan (noradrenaline) are equally effective in 

treating depression. 

• However, serotonin is also thought to have additional effects on episodic 

memory...  
 

-> Indeed, Prozac, but not Deprexan, improved episodic 

13.2.2 A special role for serotonin in episodic memory? 

13.1 Between groups 

Exp: schizotypal people watched faces, 
they were morphed to see 10% angry 
and 90% neutral, they saw that 
schizophrenic people said natural phases 
were more negatively reported 
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13.3.1 Studying patients with particular brain lesions 

Lesion studies 13.3 

 

Hydroxychloroquine: initially for treatment of Covid-19 (D. Trump). There 
were a couple of studies that found that this was effective for treating 
corona. You see that all patients in 14 days were cured. Then you would 

think that this indeed is a good working medication. 

But there were a couple of flaws: patients would already been sick for 5 

days (that is quite some time). Only 15% that did these treatment had a 
fever (that’s low), the group that was tested was only mildly ill… 

so this study doesn’t show you anything about if the medication works 

• Logic: 

− “When damage to a specific brain region is followed by an impairment of a cognitive 

function, this region must be responsible for this cognitive function.” 

• Method: 

− No ethical problems as the damage occurred naturally, watch out for how long the lesion is 

− Keep the group as homogeneous as possible 

− Include a control group 

− If possible, look for double dissociations 

− Lesion 1: function A impaired, B intact 

− Lesion 2: function B impaired, A intact 

− A and B are independent processes (e.g., Wernicke & Broca aphasia) 

13.3.2 Compare multiple lesion groups  

A. Look for converging evidence with “TMS lesions” (or animal lesion studies) 

Different leisure’s and functions 

Looking at flexibility 

How many categories could a pp 

finish. Differences in how well pp can 

perform these tasks with different 

leisure’s, frontal regions play major role in task 
shifting ability
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Look for converging evidence with ‘TMS lesions’ (or animal 

lesions) 

 
If we impair this region temporally do we see the same effect 

as the “natural” lesion 

 
Occipital region is mostly for the visual stimuli, but blind 

people use this to read braille (plasticity of the brain) 

B. More detailed information using post-mortem measures (not common in human brain research) 

− In animal brain lesion studies it’s common practice to study the brain post-mortem to gain 

insight in the precise lesion, which regions are involved 
 

• Uncommon but not unseen in humans 

Patient HM 

Suffered from very severe epileptic. They removed the 

hippocampus. The seizure stopped, but he suffered from 

memory disturbance. He could remember thing before the 

surgery, but not after. He could not reform new memories 

 
After they found that memory was not something 

that happened all over the brain, but at 1 specific 

place - 
 
 
 
 
 

13.3.3 Disadvantages of lesion studies  

• Necessarily largely data-driven (which lesion patients are available to you...) 

• Lack of precision 

− Damage is not controllable 

− Often follows structural boundaries (e.g., vascularization), rather than functional boundaries, region works 
most of the time with other regions, but this is not seen with a lesion, you only see the structural lesion 

• Problems with comparison: 

− How did the person behave before the trauma? Maybe they were bad at the cognitive task beforehand as 
well 

• Often small sample size 

 Less used since the invention of TMS 

(however, subcortical lesion studies remain popular, bc TMs cannot reach deep in the brain) 

➔ So brain is plastic, and the occipital region takes over braille 
reading, this is converging evidence cause it’s cause of a 
lesion and a TMS lesion 
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13.3.4 Problems with interpretation  

• lesion studies may “examine the capability of other cortical circuits in the absence of removed 

tissue and not the true functions of the removed tissue” (Lomber, 1999) 

• Brain networks: 

− Regions are interconnected and complex behavior often relies on a combination of regions 

or brain networks (systems approach) 

• Neural plasticity: 

− Soon after a disease or trauma that caused a lesion, the rest of the brain adapts and is often 

able to take over certain functions of the lesioned brain region 

• Behavioral plasticity 

− In a similar vein, the organism adapts to its new impairments (and often new environment!) 

and learns new routes to survive, thereby hiding certain malfunctions... 

 
 

Certain medical procedures involve the placement of intracranial electrodes 

(intracranial EEG, iEEG) 

− Electrocorticography (ECoG) refers to the use of electrodes placed 

directly on the exposed surface of the brain to record electrical 

activity from the cortex 

− For example, patients with epilepsy that are not responding to 

medical treatment 

− Stereo electroencephalography (SEEG) is the practice of recording 

electroencephalographic signals via depth electrodes (electrodes surgically implanted into 

the brain tissue) 

 
• Intra-operative recordings STN during foot-tapping task 

pp were awake 

pp with Parkinson’s Disease can sometimes not move 

anymore, they were asked to walk and do a Stroop task 

simultaneously. They had to keep walking with a 

contingent trail, but had to stop with incontinent task.  

But suddenly the feet were stuck. You can see the 

freezing episode in the brain. This technique can show 

you what has to happen in the brain to see a successful 

process. 

Hypothesis: overload. You see this in the graph 

13.4.1 Disadvantages:  

− You cannot pick your subjects, they have to have Parkinson,  

− You are time constraint: 

within the short period of time that electrodes are present (~ a week), for people with epilepsy to look 
where it takes place and then they wait till they have one 

− Currently the gold standard for defining epileptogenic zones. However, remains risky and 

highly invasive... 

 Researchers are looking for alternatives 

13.4 Incranial recordings 
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14.1 Working Principles of fNIRS 

14. Functional Near-Infrared Spectroscopy (fNIRS) 

• Intracranial electrodes can also be used to stimulate the brain: 

− Deep brain stimulation (DBS): electrodes are implanted more permanently and controlled by 

a “brain pacemaker” sending electrical impulses in the brain 

If a brain region is overactive, you can induce a very small leisure 

− Similarly, vagus nerve stimulation (VNS) stimulates the vagus nerve (parasympathetic 

nervous system) which on its turn stimulates locus coeruleus and norepinephrine activity 

Often used as a treatment for refractory epilepsy 

• Deep brain stimulation and reward learning in PD 

− DBS stimulates the STN, thereby improving motor symptoms in PD patients. A model of the 

basal ganglia also predicts increased impulsivity with STN stimulation 

 
indeed, patients on DBS showed 

speeded responses to conflicting 

choice conditions (i.e., increased 

impulsivity), independent of their 

medication, but also has side 

effects 

 
Vagus nerve stimulation (VNS) stimulates the vagus nerve (parasympathetic nervous system, nerve in the brainstem 
not really intercranial and often done in people with epilepsy) VNS aims to normalize any abnormal activity in the brain. 

• Vagus Nerve Stimulation and the P300 (De Taeye et al., 2014)  

− VNS is believed to influence locus coeruleus and noradrenaline activity, thought to be 

responsible for the P300, a well-known late ERP component following surprising stimuli (e.g., 

oddballs) 

People that responded to the 

VNS (people with epilepsy) 

showed that this peke (p300) 

was larger then people that 

didn’t respond to it but also 

VNS was turned of so this 

shows that VNS also has an 

effect on neurogenetic activity. 

non-responders to the 

stimulation, no difference 

between when stimulation was 

on or off 

 

Small brother of fMRI cause they both 

measure hemodynamic activity.  

pp does a certain task while we record 

signals from which we somehow infer the 

brain activity that’s going on while the pp 

is doing the task  
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We put some elements (optodes) on top of 

the head . Some of those optodes will emit 

near-infrared light and some will detect 

the reflected light. The intensity of the infra-red light will decline as it travels through the 

skin/skull/brain tissue. This decline in intensity will somehow depend on the amount of brain activity. 

 
 
 

 

you don’t have to use a gel 

We have the sources: submit the near infra red light. 

And we have detectors: detect the reflected light 

 
You put a cap on the head of the pp 

~EEG 

But with this technique, you have the advantage that 

There must be really close contact between the skin and the optodes. Can be difficult with 

the hair. The pc is a box, much more compact, pp can also be standing, walking, with fMRI 

only laying in a magnet, the box can be taken everywhere 

 
 

. 
 
 
 
 
 

The sources will start to emit infrared light. This type of light can 

easily travel through the skin and skull without getting absorbed. 

Unlike the blue-ish light, this will be absorbed almost directly in the 

skin. As the light becomes more red, it will go deeper and deeper in 

the skull 

Here you can see the path of the infra red light. Through the skin 

(S) and skull, then it travels through a bit of brain tissue and some 

of the light will be reflected (D). 

The distance between the sender and detector: if they are too far removed from each other, the detector will only 
detect a little bit of the reflected light cause it will have been absorbed too much by the rest. The intensity will most 
likely be too low to detect. If you put them too close to each other: the detector will detect some light, but it will be 
light that hasn’t pass through the tissue, but light that has been reflected  very earlier. But these signals aren’t 

completely useless, they can be used to remove noise. 
The typical distance between the 2 is 3cm. This gives a good compromise between the depth the 

light will travel and the intensity of the detected signal. 

 
 

The emitted light will partially be absorbed. The 

amount of absorption will depend on the 

concentration of the oxy/deoxyhemoglobin in the 

blood that it encounters. These concentrations 

covary with brain activity. 

14.2.3 Light attenuation 

14.2.2 Light penetration 

14.2.1 Equipment 
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14.2.4 A proxy of brain activity 

Advantages 14.3.1 

14.3 Advantages/disadvantages of fNIRS 

14.3.2 Disadvantages 

 

Here you can see the relationship between the 

concentrations and the amount of light that is absorbed. 

Between 700-800 nm we see that deoxyhemoglobin absorbs 

more of the light relative to oxyhemoglobin. After 800 nm 

this relationship switches. Because of this we need 2 

wavelengths at least to emit. This will it make more easy to 

derive the deoxy/oxyhemoglobin concentrations from the 

measured difference of intensity of the light. 
 

→Senders need to emit at least two NIR-signals with different wave lengths(<800 nm (low light level) and 
>800nm (high light level)). 

Concentrations of oxy-and deoxyhemoglobin can be derived using fancy equations. More fancy fNIRS devices use 4 
different wavelengths and will give you more accurate concentrations, 2 wavelengths is the bare minimum 

  

 

The intensity of the reflected light serves as a proxy of brain 

activity  
 
 

• Oxy-deoxy concentrations depend on brain activity: 

BOLD response When a brain region is activated, then 

those activated neurons will first consume oxygen, 

because they have to work. Because of that, the 

oxyhemoglobin will decrease a bit (initial dip). But then 

the body will overcompensate for that depletion and 

will send a big amount of oxygenated blood to that 

region. As a consequence oxyhemoglobin will start to  

rise (main response) as long as the stimulus is presented. After the oxyhemoglobin will return to the baseline. FNIRS 
measures this oxyhemoglobin level. But in fMRI this also depends on blood flow, and FNIRS is a bit more pure. For the 
deoxyhemoglobin the opposite will happen: a decrease as soon as the pp starts to perform the task/presents the S 
 

• Better temporal resolution (±125ms) and cheaper than fMRI (but still not as good as EEG(milliseconds)) 

• Better spatial resolution than EEG, depends on distance receptor and detector (will measure 3 cm in the brain) 
(but still not as good as fMRI) 

• Less sensitive to motion compared to fMRI 

• Operating cost is lower 

• For this reason it is more used with children, cause it’s less scary for them and you’ll get better 
resolution cause their skull isn’t that thick so it’ll absorb less light 

• More inclusive than fMRI (no issues with claustrophobic participants, metal implants, less scary…) for  

• Inferior spatial resolution (3cm) compared to fMRI (1,5 to 3 mm³) 

• Inferior temporal resolution compared to EEG (order of ms). 
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14.4 fNIRS experiment design considerations 

14.4.1 1. Experimental design 

A. Optode template (‘montage’) 

B. Design: block vs event-related 

C. Duration & number of pp 

• Sometimes tricky to get good quality signal if participants have dark/thick hair/skinn (dark 

pigment will absorb much more light, double effect cause it is absorbed when going in and 

coming out) 

• Low(er) signal to noise ratio (e.g. compared to fMRI) 

• Can measure superficial brain activity only 
 
 

• fNIRS experiments pipelins 
 
 
 
 

 

Different decisions about: 

 

Trade off: number of optodes and sampling frequency 

Where will you place the senders and detectors: mostly we do not cover the 

whole brain/head with optodes 

→ Good a-priori idea of where activation will occur. 

By fMRI you will measure activity in the whole brain 

Reasons why the whole brain isn’t covered with optodes: 

- it can take quite some time to put all the optodes correctly on the head. Pushing the hair aside carefully, if you do 
a test and see it’s not good, you have to remeasure the optodes again 

- inverted relationship with the number of optodes and the sampling frequency (= frequency with 

which you measure your data). The more optodes you put on the head, the lower the sampling 

frequency will become,  and you want this to be as high as possible. 

- if 2 or more senders will emit a signal at the same time, those signals may start to interact with each 

other. This might make it difficult to control the signals. The optodes won’t admit light at the same 

time so they won’t interact. So the more optodes you have, the longer it takes before all of the 

senders have admitted the light, so fewer data points per optodes, so the noicier the signal becomes 

 don’t let the senders emit at the same time, little delay, so choose which area you want to cover so you 
don’t need a lot of them 

 

 

Same principles as by fMRI. 

If you can work with a block design, use this design, cause they’re statistical more 
powerful, but some things can only be measured by event-related 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Longer duration and/or more participants compared to the typical fMRI to cover for the high noise 

ratio (cf low SNR), so if you want to adjust an fMRI experiment to an fNIRS one, it’ll take more 

time. 

 14.4.2 3. fNIRS data pre-processing 
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EXPECTATIONS RIELATY 

 
Desired oxyhemoglobin signal. If 

sample size is high enough you 
might see the slight increase, 

the overshoot. 

 

 

A. Intensity to OD and OD to concentration conversion  

• Concentration of oxy and deoxyhemoglobin derived from OD using scary formula (Beer Lambert 

law) calculate optical density, intensity at the detector compared to intensity at the outsender 

Simply by dividing, separately for the 2 different 

wavelengths. 
 

B. Noise removal  

Different kinds of noise 

The Optical Densities contains a lot of noise. 

1. INSTRUMENTAL noise 

 
Induced by electrical appliance, electrical equipment in the 

room (light bulb) that are detected by the fNIRS device 

This noise is easy to get rid of. They have much higher 

frequencies than the signal we’re interested in -> low-pass filtering 

2. EXPERIMENTAL ERRORS/NOICE 

These are a bit more difficult to get rid of. Other light sources in the room might 
interfere. But a pet on the cap with detectors will block the other light from 
interfering. Also puts more pressure on the detectors to measure better.  

They can happen because the pp performed the task incorrectly 

(throw away the data) 

Head movement: even though it has a less big effect than in fMRI, 

this still can induce artifact. If the pp moves his head in such a way 

that the optodes also move, it will create spikes in the signal. 

Cables will also move. 

There are different corrections algorithms. (the smoother effect is created by the low-pass filter)  

The head movement has direct effect on the data, but you can fix this. In fMRI if this happens, 

you’re data sometimes need to be thrown out cause the time ratio won’t be correct anymore, it 

will be in the data for seconds, and is hard to filter out in fMRI. You can even prevent head 

movement from happening: fixation of the cables 

3. PHYSIOLOGICAL 

 
These are the most tricky to deal with, because the 

concentrations of oxy/deoxy hemoglobin not only depend 
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A. Block averaging 

on brain activity, but also vary in function of respiration 

rate/heart rate/blood pressure rate 

You want to filter these out, especially when these covary 

with the task. 

This happens especially with speech: your respiration rate 

changes. So have one where he talks and where he 

doesn’t talk and then you can remove the noise? 

Different ways to solve this 

1. Directly measure the heart rate/respiration 

2. Use short-distance measures: use 2 detectors: one 

for the noise and one for the real measurement. Use the 

noise to clean up. 

D1 (cause it has been put close to the source) will detect 

light that has already been reflected before it reached the 

cortex (where the measurement of interest 

occur). Whatever D1 picks up, this is mostly absorption of things that are going on in the 

skin/skull. D2 also picks this up. D2-D1= activity we’re interested (OD = Optical 

Density) 

3. Algorithmic approaches: does not always work, sometimes it will introduce fake effects/noise. 
 

 

To find out whether a certain task activates a certain part of the brain significantly 
 

 

Time window around the task/stimulus presentation and you make blocks out of them 

You ‘stack’ all these task blocks on each other and calculate the average signal. All noise will be averaged out 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

If a brain region was activated during a 

task, then you will have a block signal that 

looks like the first pink graph. You can 

derive the peak in oxyhemoglobin  

concentration, you can derive the slope 

(how fast is the peak going up). Then you 

can perform statistics

The blue = deoxyhemoglobine 

→ Perform t-test/ANOVA on average/maximum/slope... 

→ Multiple comparison issues (cf. fMRI). The more tests you do the stronger the comparison 

correction will need to be to not pick up any false positive brain activation (another reason why you 

want to limit the amount of optodes) 

 
 

Same one as in fMRI 

You create a model of the expected oxy/deoxyhemoglobin 

concentration, you do this by defining a function that says when you 

preform task it’s 1, when not preforming, it’s 0), if it covaries with the 

performed task (same for the deoxyhemoglobin, opposite pattern, you 

expect it to decrease while doing the task) 

Next you try to fit the measured signal on top of this model. Then you 

can calculate how well the fit is. (t-value) 

B. General linear model 

14.4.3 4. Statistical inference 
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• Populations less suitable for fMRI, e.g. infants/ young children 

• Measure online verbal responses are more easy to capture 

• More ecological test environment (no scanner noise) 

− Seated testing (with fMRI the pp needs to lie down) 

− Portable fNIRS (driving, walking…) 

• Experiments involving a lot of movement (e.g. throwing) or relying on subtle auditory 

manipulations. You can write things down, with fMRI this is harder 

• Large N studies (fMRI might be too expensive) 

• Method to pilot experiments prior to fMRI scanning 
 
 

14.5 Applications of fNRIS 
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14.5.2 Example: fNIRS during simulated driving 

14.5.3 Example: hyperscanning 

15.1 Neuroenchantment 

15. Critical views on neuroimaging 

 
 

Whether language lateralization already 

lateralized at a very early age. 

Say as many kinds of a category as possible 

Potential issue/cofound: young child 

produces less words than adults cause 

have less vocabulary. Results because of 

lateralization of less produces words? 
 

By measuring the online responses, we could check this and correct this. This showed that from a very young age, 
people are already language lateralized. 

 

• E.g.: Can fNIRS differentiate between well rested and exhausted drivers? It could 
 

• E.g.: do fNIRS signals of different participants ‘synchronize’ when they simultaneously perform 

the same task/cooperate? 
 

• Historically people (researchers included) tend to believe studies more (or consider them more 

important) when neuroimaging data/technique is involved 

→“seductive allure” of neuroscience, lured in believing it more/being more interested in it 

• Weisberg et al. (2009): laymen (general public) judge bad explanations as more satisfying in the 

context of irrelevant neuroscience information 

 

• McCabe & Castel (2008) asked people to rate scientific studies and presented these abstracts 

either with or without a bar graph and with or without a map of brain activation 

 
Participants rated the findings higher 

when these were accompanied by a 

brain image 

 
• Ali et al. (2014) found that (neuroscience) students could be easily convinced 

that a fake neuroimaging instrument (recycled salon hair dryer) could predict 

their thoughts 

The students deemed the technique highly plausible and were hardly skeptical 

14.5.1 EXAPMLE: development of language 
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15.1.1 Conclusions 

• But: this view has been challenged by other studies, it couldn’t be replicated 

 

• These examples show that much depends on interpretation, how data is analyzed, published, 

and communicated to the community 

• Neuroscience is still a very young science naturally, the limits and possibilities of most techniques 

are still unknown/not fully understood and parameter settings are often arbitrary, only now 

BOLD signal is understood. 

• For example, Horvath et al 2015 :“Evidence that transcranial direct current stimulation(tDCS) 

generates little to no reliable neurophysiologic effect .”&“Our quantitative review does not 

support the idea that tDCS generates a reliable effect on cognition” 

− Be critical when reading but also when doing your own research 

− Don’t feel threatened by complex terms 

− Consult or collaborate with experts 

15.2 Blobology  

• Practice of singling out fMRI blobs and attributing them to a single function 

Pp saw a photo of their loved ones, certain region in the brain was active  “this part in 

the brain stands for seeing a S you love”. This is unlikely, most regions has multiple 

functions, it’s a complex phenomenon. The lower level functions are now more 

done: cognitive control, perception,…   

• The cingulate Cortex does everything! (critic) 

“By the early 21st century the cingulate cortex had been found to be involved in: 

− loneliness (Eisenberger et al 2004), 

− religious experiences (Beauregard and Paquette, 2006), 

− political leanings (Amodio et al 2007), 

− stimulus reward associations( Takenouchi et al 1999 Cardinal et al 2003), 

− motor planning (Shima and Tanji 1998) 

− error detection (Devinsky et al 1995) 

− pain perception (Harris et al 2007) 

− social exclusion (Eisenberger et al 2004) 

− reward expectancy (Shidara and Richmond, 2002) 

− sleep (Rolls et al 2003) 

− the placebo effect (Wager et al 2004), 

− optimism (Sharot et al 2007), 

− political liberalism (Amodio et al 2007) 

− work from our group on neuroprosthetic models (Marzullo et al 2006 a).” 

 this part in the brain was activated because it had to process a saillant, important S 

 

Truth somewhere in between, not overrate single 
study that showed confound effect. Probably 
depending a lot on how the study was done. 

INTERIM CONCLUSION: How to get past blobology and reverse inference? 

• Most neuroimaging findings are relative effects 

− So, as a reader, study the baseline condition! 

− A region/component is responsible for X compared to what? 
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• Regions are often part of a bigger network 

− Study the related regions 

• Search for the most “low level” explanation of your region 

− Study the involvement of this region in other domains than yours 

(the reason why the CC light up in all of these tasks above) 

➢ Most activations are relative effects  

▪ Knowing the baseline or comparison condition is crucial!  

➢ There is often a “lower-level” explanation for an activation  

▪ e.g., anterior cingulate is involved in many processes which have  

a common ground (general saliency and behavioral relevance) so you 

can’t say its specific for something, it’s general 

➢ A cognitive process is typically not only supported by one 

blob/region (region doesn’t act in a vacuum) 

▪ Consider other regions of the network (connectivity analysis) 

➢ Is the activation relevant/instrumental for observed behavior 

▪ Correlational approaches, computational modeling 

15.3 Reverse inference  

• Practice of attributing a psychological construct to a participants behavior because of the 

activation of a certain brain region 

You see activation in the brain which has been associated with love in the past. If this region 

lights up when you use your phone, we conclude that you love your phone. This is too simplistic, 

this region has other functions. Related to the previous problem. 

• But: reverse inference can be informative in certain contexts (Poldrack , 2006,2011) 

− Decoding Mental States: Multi-variate pattern analysis (MVPA) 

Instead of reverse inference based on activations and assumptions about cognitive functions, MVPA infers 
mental states from data (unbiased). So there are methods of inference that are okay. So you look at your 
pattern of voxels and see if this can discriminate your conditions.  

− Use meta analytic data for large scale literature search (neurosynth.org) -> you can use 

search terms to find the correlated brain area 

• Caution when using Neurosynth: 

Term ‘pain’ is overrepresented, this tool just 

counts the number of times a certain term is used 

in an article. Does not even mean that the task 

was about pain. 

You have to be careful, even then you can make mistakes by 
starting with the wrong assumption 
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15.4 Statistical issues  

• Especially when combining neuroimaging methods, the researchers’ degrees of freedom are very 

high 

• Another issue in research in general is the low level of transparency regarding data collection, 

analysis, and reporting of results 

• We will discuss examples from fMRI studies, but these issues can arise in all research domains! 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

• Participant 

− One mature Atlantic Salmon (Salmo salar ) participated in the fMRI study. The salmon was 

not alive at the time of scanning. 

• Task 

− The task administered to the salmon involved completing an open ended mentalizing task. 

The salmon was shown a series of photographs depicting human individuals in social 

situations with a specified emotional valence. The salmon was asked to determine what 

emotion the individual in the photo must have been experiencing 

  
 

Why? 

− When testing thousands of voxels, random noise in the fMRI data can create false positive 

results, no blood flow in the salmon, but the scanner will by itself induce noise, then it can 

create false positives cause the noise in one condition will be different from the other 

− Standard statistical thresholding at p< .001 is not sufficient, especially at small clusters sizes 

This threshold is fine for behavior measurement, in human, you see activity AND noise, 

that’s why we need to correct. 

− For fMRI you need algorithms to define significance thresholds for a given cluster size: FDR 

(false discovery rate) &FWE in SPM, or 3 dClustSim (whole brain Bonferroni correction would 

be too conservative: voxels are not independent and belong to a region*) 

These are methods to reduce the probability of false positive results in your data 

− Another option is to reduce the data space, i.e define ROIs (a small region: 50 voxels instead 

of 5000), and then correct for number of ROIs (Bonferroni-correctio: dividing your regular 

threshold by the number or regions you test(no longer number of voxels)) 

False positive will be lower because you have less comparisons 
 

 Not only a problem for fMRI but for any method that involves multiple tests of the 

same difference (multiple fMRI voxels, EEG channels, Genetic imaging, correlations with 

15.4.1 Multiple comparison problem 

We need to acknowledge that the results only reflect the true data indirectly due to complex analyses 
and researchers assumptions.  
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15.4.2 Circular analysis (“double dipping”) 

multiple personality scales, etc.) 

 
*If you da a behavioral study with 3 test (depression, anxiety and schizophrenia, you must 

divide .001/3. If you would do this for voxels in fMRI this would be to conservative. So divide 

by region 
 
 

You have data and results, 

cleanest way would be 

that your assumptions 

wouldn’t affect your 

results. That’s not the 

case, these assumptions 

bias how you look at the data. (middle image: assumptions change the results directly! Not good!) 

Some analyses can be highly circular, example fMRI ROI analyses 

• Example of a circular analysis: Voxel wise comparison A (looking at photographs)>B(noting) 

reveals activity in a region (cluster of 20 voxels), then the same difference A - (minus) B is 

tested in the resulting ROI (more power!) 

You look at the whole brain, you make a comparison and get a cluster of 20 voxels. Analysis 

should end at this point. In the past people took the 20 voxels, took the average the activity and 

tested this again if A is higher than B. You make the difference you already found more 

statistically significant. Because you only already test in voxels that already showed the 

difference (in the first analysis you looked at the whole brain, now only in voxels that reacted, 

so you get more statistical power). The analysis is entirely biased by the ROI-defining contrast (A>B), both 

regressors are non-independent. You will find the same result as in the voxel-wise analysis just with more statistical 

power. 
− You can use such ROI data for graphical illustration or correlations, but you should stick with 

voxel-wise results for statistical inference 

− Or: extract from the start the data from an independent ROI ( anatomical, functional 

localizer) + perform statistical test A>B within ROI 

But you should a-priori defined that this is what you’re going to do 

− Or: create a ROI based on initial voxel-wise comparison A>B from all subjects except one + 

statistical test A>B within ROI for the left out subject (repeat: first cycle you left pp 20 out, 

second cycle you leave pp 19 out and so on till pp 1) 
Example 2: Voxel-wise comparison A>B reveals activity in a region (ROI-defining), then the difference A>C is tested in this ROI. 
The analysis is biased in favor of condition A over C because you are looking at a region that was defined by A (one non-independent regressor). You 
are not only biasing the results; you will also miss out on differences elsewhere in the brain between A and C. 

42% of fMRI papers in 2008 Nature, Science, Nature Neuroscience, Neuron, and Journal of 

Neuroscience contained at least one non independent or circular analysis, which could lead to 

invalid inference, now we know so we can avoid it.  
Solutions for ROI analysis 
➢ For both examples: extract the data from an independent ROI (literature, anatomical, 
functional localizer), perform statistical test A>B or A>C within this predefined ROI 
➢ For example 1: Define the ROI based on the voxel-wise comparison A>B from all 
subjects except one, perform statistical test A>B within this ROI for the left-out 
subject, so this means now your regressors are independent (and then repeat for each subject) 

 

• fMRI studies frequently report correlations with personality-data that are too high to be true 

(r<.8) given the reliability of the two measures, which provides an upper bound for correlations 

(this is the limit, correlation can’t be higher) 

15.4.3 “Voodoo correlations” 
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A. P-hacking 

Related Issues: p-hacking, excess success, publication bias 15.4.4 

Correlation can never be higher than the reliability of the 2 measures. 

• Inflated correlations in 53% of the evaluated 55 fMRI studies due to non-independent analyses 

• Common “ error” (among others): Computing separate correlations for individual voxels and 

reporting the mean of only those voxels that reached selected significance thresholds 

You will look in the brain which voxels are related to a personality trait. Let’s assume you find 20 

voxels in the brain that correlate. They only calculated the average of those 20 voxels, and not 

the whole brain/ROI. You have to report all the other tests that weren’t significant 

 To avoid this, extract fMRI activity from a data independent ROI and correlate the mean 

activity across all voxels in this ROI with the personality (or other) measure of interest 

 But note that the strong statement by Vul was criticized in several reply papers 

 

 

Collecting and selecting data or statistical analyses until non-significant results become significant 

(e.g include participants step wise exclude participants, trials, or conditions including covariates, 

etc). Not all of these cases are problematic by definition, especially if the choices have been made a-

priori 

B.  Excess success  

Reported findings are often too good to be true as revealed by tests for excess significance (compare 

power estimates based on sample and effect size with the reported findings).This excess success is 

based on suppression of parts of the results within a study and improper or selective analyses (all of 

the above) SO you show results, but this doesn’t include your previous attempts, if they were 

transparent about these, it would be okay 

This is kind of a measure of showing issues related to p-hacking 

C.  Publication bias  

Studies with significant results are more likely to be published (and published earlier) than studies 

with null results, creating a bias for findings that are in line with previous research (circularity across 

studies), so if we are not transparent about null results, then we would think that the outliers where 

they found thing, are the truth. Now there are journals that ask you to send in your NULL results. 

15.5 Critical views on neuroimaging  

Be aware! 

These issues result in a skewed picture of results in neuroscientific research 

− Almost everyone taps into this at some point and we are often not aware 

− There is growing awareness in the research community 

Increase transparency and integrity! 

− Researchers Share data/code, preregistration (register hypotheses and analyses prior to 

study), open access publications, publish/share null results 

− Journals/Editors/Reviewers don’t favor confirmatory results over null results or controversial 

results; be more critical regarding statistics and overly successful replications, ask for 

data/code sharing 
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Willow: they gave orphans hepathetis to see how it develops 
Pris and hospital study’s: looked at cancer patients with no 
ethics and no consent. Milgram’s problem was making people 
believe they shocked people, this gave trauma. Humphrey 
studied people in public space to see what partners they would 
choose, without consent 
 

1966: A board is made, with volunteers from each department and also contact actual expert in 
ethics to discuss certain studies if boundary’s are not clear. If it gets physical, you need to contact 
medical people. And privacy rules so you need a privacy expert. 
1974: you can now go to prison if you do something wrong, study is approved before you do it and 
followed up afterwards 

GEP: general ethical 
Protocol: 
If your study is a 
standard study, with 
nothing risky, you can 
just label your research 
as such and then it 
doesn’t have to get 
approved. 
You can’t get consent 
from a minor 
 
TMS can give nose 
twitches, this is 
something to explain 
properly 
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